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Fair Housing Trifecta Challenge
is a win-win-win

TowneBank – 7
Tidewater Mortgage Services – 12
Taskativity – 13
Caliber Home Loans – 23
Fulton Bank – 24
TitleQuest – 48
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FROM THE CHAIR

Strategic planning for the
coming years

S
Tanya Monroe, CRB,
C-RETS, PMN, GRI,
ABR, PSA, ePRO,
AHWD, SFR, C2Ex

2021 HRRA
Chairman
of the Board

1. Code of Ethics
trategic planning is a process in which organia. Provide new and continuing education classes
zational leaders determine their vision for the
on the Code of Ethics
future as well as identify their goals and objecb. Have a viable Professional Standards process
tives for the organization. The process also includes
c. Include a link on our website to NAR Code of
establishing the sequence in which those goals should
Ethics
fall so that the organization is enabled to reach its
d. Understand and provide mediation and
stated vision.
ombudsman services
On Oct. 4 and 5, a group consistOn Oct. 4 and 5,
ing of our Leadership Team, mema group consisting of
2. Advocacy
bers of our Executive Commita. We will expand and grow
tee, Board of Directors, several
our Leadership Team,
the results of “above the line”
chairs from our committees/
members of our Executive
dues billing
advisory groups, and staff
Committee, Board of
b. Lead and communicate
spent both days at HRRA
Directors, several chairs
the value of investing and
strategizing the upcoming
from our committees/
promoting RPAC
association year.
advisory groups, and staff
c. Promote participation in
Joining us was Adorna
spent both days at HRRA
NAR
Calls for Action
Carroll, president of Dynamstrategizing the
d. Engage in calls from the Reic Directions-Sales Training &
upcoming association
altor Party for action when appliConsulting. Adorna trains future
year.
cable
leaders for local and state REAL®
e. Provide a method for advocacy enTORS across the U.S. and Canada.
gagement for our Association
This strategic plan also includes the

REALTOR® Organizational Alignment Core Standards. All associations are required to develop an annual strategic or business plan that meets or exceeds
these standards. Every association must certify that
its Board of Directors has reviewed and discussed the
association’s business or strategic plan.
The Core Standards are intended to raise the bar
for REALTOR® associations and ensure high-quality
service for members. Making sure that these Core
Standards are included is crucial, as is how we will
work with our new staff to ensure the following requirements are met. These critical functions of the association and all areas are to be properly delegated to
leadership, committees and/or staff as needed.
The major change in HRRA this year was one of
being “self-managed,” which in turn changed the staff
overall as well, and created tremendous opportunities
to set new standards in both achieving higher levels of
success and how all these activities help our members
and our association to achieve its mission.

3. Consumer Outreach
a. Continue to enhance opportunities as the Voice
for Real Estate
b. Promote our community involvement activities
throughout the year
c. Engage the public in legislative issues
d. Expand promotion of our role in community
programs including fundraising
4. Unification Efforts and Support of the
REALTOR® Organization
a. Have our bylaws reviewed every year
b. Provide access to legal counsel
c. Policies and procedures in place including filings as required by state laws
d. Expand promotion of our role in community
programs including fundraising
(continued on page 23...)
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CEO CORNER

Gratitude for Affiliates, volunteer
leaders and RPAC, all vital to
HRRA’s success

T

his is the gratitude issue for the Affiliates

Over the years I have watched new agents become

and, believe me, I am grateful to these ancil-

superstars by really taking advantage of all the free

lary companies that make our industry tick.

education and training most local associations offer.

The Affiliate membership at HRRA – about 20% – is

Those members who choose to get involved in

huge, the largest percentage I have ever seen. I am

committee work tend to be very successful and, most

so grateful that HRRA has a culture where our Affili-

often those in a leadership role, such as serving on the

ate members understand that our REALTORS drive

association’s Board of Directors, are highly successful

their businesses.

brokers and agents.

®

Dr. Dawn Kennedy,
CAE, RCE, C2EX,
GREEN, ePRO

When I came to HRRA, I was thrilled at how active
our Affiliate membership was. I wish to extend a
personal thank you to 2021 Affiliates

HRRA CEO

Council chair Christie Woytowitz,
HRRA Board

Director

senior loan consultant
loanDepot.

This

and
for

one-

woman phenomenon took
a COVID year and made
it a year of reconnecting,
even with the pandemic
in full swing.
Thank you, Christie,
for keeping HRRA valuable
under difficult circumstances.

the local community, and regulatory and
legislative changes. One of the many

benefits of membership is that
I am grateful for
together, with a strong voice
many things at HRRA,
supported by RPAC, we can often
including an excellent
halt legislation that harms the
and committed leadership
industry or negatively impacts
team, an insightful Board
your profitability.
of Directors, Committee
At a recent forum I
and Council chairs who
expressed gratitude for those
are engaged, and a staff
Major Investors who step up to
that strives to give
the plate and carry the load for
100% every day.
members who do not give to RPAC.

I am grateful for many things
at HRRA, including an excellent and
committed leadership team, an insightful

Each member is asked to contribute
$35 annually, but even $15 makes a
difference. A Major Investor, which is a member who

Board of Directors, Committee and Council chairs

contributes $1,000 or more in a calendar year, carries

who are engaged, and a staff that strives to give 100%

the weight of 65 members who do not give.

every day. I am grateful for the opportunity to try new

What would happen if those Major Investors

things and to lead. I am grateful for the members who

set aside their commitment? Would the REALTOR®

support us with their membership.

even be essential to the transaction? To all the HRRA

I have said many times over the years that the
association is only as valuable as you want to make
it. In other words, you get back what you put in.

4

Members who serve tend to be tuned into what
is happening in the industry itself, the local market,
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Major Investors, I thank you! To give your Fair Share
to RPAC, please click here.

⌂

A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
RECENT PHOTOS OF HRRA MEMBERS AND EVENTS

REALTORS® Have a Heart for the Union Mission
The Union Mission is home to men, women and children, and like any home there are tasks all around that must be done to keep it running
smoothly. HRRA’s helping hands – volunteers with the "REALTORS® Have a Heart" (and "Affiliates Have a Heart for "REALTORS®")
program through the Community Involvement Advisory Group – pitched in Oct. 5 at the Norfolk-based nonprofit. HRRA volunteers sorted
and paired thousands (yes, literally!) of donated unmatched socks and hung clothing in the thrift store warehouse. They also sorted donated
food and checked for freshness, organized thousands of donations receipts, landscaped the grounds and cleaned up outside. One volunteer
even disentangled bushes and trees that had grown and become “one” with old shopping carts. Afterward, volunteered gathered to break
bread together over lunch sponsored by generous Affiliate Patrick Avery of Advance Financial. Thanks to all who gave their time and talents
today to help the Union Mission. Next up: REALTORS® Have a Heart will host a holiday gift-wrapping party at HRRA headquarters on Dec. 7
with items collected for Norfolk students in need ages 13 to 18. Many helpers will be needed. (Stay tuned for registration details.) Unwrapped
gift donations may be dropped off at HRRA. – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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More is achieved when everyone
has a seat at the table - at
Thanksgiving and every day

N

Gladys Fain

Chair, Diversity and
Inclusion Committee
Chair

6

ovember is the beginning of the holiday seaEveryone adds value.
son. The air is cool, refreshing and invigoEach member of your personal and work families
rating after the hot summer months. It is a
is special to someone and deserves to be treated with
wonderful time to reflect on this year and look to the
respect. Learn to leverage the skills, talents and abilifuture. First, let’s look at the past and Thanksgiving’s
ties that each member can contribute to your success
ancient origins.
in a positive way.
Although the American concept of Thanksgiving developed in the colonies of New EngAppreciate differences.
land, its roots can be traced back to
We can all agree that you shouldn’t
the other side of the Atlantic. Both
ask your vegetarian daughterWith these
the Separatists who came over
in-law to try your smoked turtechnological advances
on the Mayflower and the Pukey that you just prepared in
and world changes, it is
ritans who arrived soon after
your new electric smoker.
essential for the workplace
brought with them a tradiAcknowledging diversity is
to embrace this diversity
tion of providential holidays
the first step, but it doesn’t
— days of fasting during difend there. Think about the
and foster an environment of
ficult or pivotal moments and
impact you would make if
inclusion. To move forward in
days of feasting and celebrayou added a new vegetartoday’s global environment,
tion to thank God in times of
ian dish, such as roasted
inclusion is not only the
plenty.
cauliflower with brown gravy,
smart thing to do; it is an
As an annual celebration
to your Thanksgiving meal
absolute necessity.
of the harvest and its bounty,
as well. You could make your
Thanksgiving falls under a category
daughter-in-law feel included and
of festivals that spans cultures, contidemonstrate that her needs are impornents and millennia.
tant to you.
In ancient times, the Egyptians, Greeks and RoCreating an inclusive real estate business is very
mans feasted and paid tribute to their gods after the
similar. It is not only about acknowledging differences
fall harvest. Thanksgiving also bears a resemblance
but appreciating them as well. Obviously, there is a
to the ancient Jewish harvest festival of Sukkot. Hislot to be gained by approaching goals from different
torians have noted that Native Americans had a rich
perspectives, ideas, and methods. To truly leverage
tradition of commemorating the fall harvest with
this, we need to create work environments and relafeasting and merrymaking long before Europeans set
tionships where being different is not only okay but in
foot on their shores.
some cases is also celebrated.
In current times the Thanksgiving holiday can be
stressful if you are not prepared. We know that famRemember to focus on the big picture.
ily and friends can have different ideas, perceptions,
When you are at the Thanksgiving meal with
and backgrounds, so what better time to practice emyour family, the most important thing to remember is
bracing diversity than at your family’s dinner table on
what’s important. Being together and spending time
Thanksgiving!
with each other. When you focus on the reason you
Globalization and technology are bringing diverse
are gathered with family and friends — to celebrate
groups of people together in all aspects of our lives.
and give thanks — disagreements and arguments do
Our world is becoming radically smaller. With these
not matter as much. Life is short, appreciate every
technological advances and world changes, it is essenminute.
tial for the workplace to embrace this diversity and
One last thought: There are more things that
foster an environment of inclusion. To move forward
unite us than separate us. We achieve more together
in today’s global environment, inclusion is not only
when we give everyone the opportunity to have a seat
the smart thing to do; it is an absolute necessity.
at the table. ⌂
Here are three things to keep in mind so you can
make sure everyone feels valued and respected:

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021

HRRA TRIENNIAL
ETHICS CLASS DATES
Please call Alpha College of
Real Estate at 757-427-1740
for class times to fulfill your
triennial ethics requirement.

Upcoming classes
at HRRA
Nov. 3
Dec. 1
Dec. 7

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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We (heart) our Affiliates!

O

ver the years the growth in HRRA’s Affiliates

charities by way of our events. The success of these

Council has been tremendous. I am so proud

events is dependent on the participation and support

to be a part of this council and work side by

of the REALTORS®.
Thank you to all the REALTORS® who attend and

side with such amazing individuals!
I recall council meetings were no one would at-

support our events. We really do know how to have

tend, and it was very difficult to plan our events. But

fun! I am so delighted in variety of events we have

not in recent years! Each month we have wonderful

planned for 2022.
I would like to highlight our next

attendance and participation. I love seeing
new faces and meeting new Affiliate
Carrie Williams

members at our council meetings.
The growth in the Affiliates

Vice Chair, Affiliates

Council is in direct correlation

Council

to the support and business
opportunities

we

receive

from the REALTORS®. The
Affiliate members and the
REALTORS® really do connect and learn from each
other through HRRA.
I want to take this opportunity to thank each of our Affiliate members for all of their support

The growth in
the Affiliates Council
is in direct correlation
to the support and
business opportunities
we receive from the
REALTORS®. The Affiliate
members and the
REALTORS® really do
connect and learn from
each other through
HRRA.

in growing this council over the years.
They say it takes a village, and it really does!
If you have attended an Affiliates Council event
in the past year, each occasion takes hours of planning

event came out of the thought and
creativity of a fellow Affiliate
member. We were challenged
by the social restrictions of
2021 and the pandemic. As a
council, we really were trying to think outside the box
and do something a little different. From this emerged
the Mini Golf Tournament,
which was held in the spring.
I see this event carrying on
for years. Not only do we all get to

take a break from the stressful real estate industry for a few hours and pretend to be
kids again, but we also get to support a local charity
or two and then share in an adult beverage.

and handfuls of volunteers to carry out a successful

Next time you are at HRRA or attending a HRRA

event. Our goal is to provide opportunities for Affiliate

event, please take an opportunity to thank our Affili-

members and REALTORS® to engage, socialize and

ate members. Not only do they support your real es-

discover opportunities to support each other.

tate business every day, but they provide friendships

We also try to focus on our local community and
look for ways to raise funds and awareness for local

WE
8

year’s Mini Golf Tournament. This

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021

OUR

and camaraderie. I am truly honored to be apart of
this amazing council.

⌂

Affiliate Spotlight: AnnieMac Home MortgageGET
TO KNOW YOUR HRRA AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Company: AnnieMac Home Mortgage
Territory: Virginia and North Carolina
Company details: www.chesapeake.annie-mac.com, 757-737-3484, or
bamos@annie-mac.com
Year company established: 2011
HRRA Affiliate member since: 2021 with AnnieMac, but nine years
personally
Company specialties: All things mortgage related
Why we joined HRRA: It’s important to get involved with the REALTORS®
association for personal and professional development, relationship building
and sharing ideas, It’s where the true leaders of the industry are found, and
we want to have a genuine relationship with those people.
Why we got into this business: Ten years ago, Becky was the director of
marketing for Sysco Foodservice, and Bob was the vice president of sales.
When they decided to get married, corporate America wasn’t very supportive
since we worked so closely together at an executive level. Becky made a
HUGE career change into the mortgage industry and hasn’t looked back
since. Her creative ideas and endless hustle led to a very successful business.
After two years, Bob attended a Buffini conference with Becky, and that
was when he made the decision to end his 23-year career in food service
distribution and join Becky’s team. It hasn’t always been rainbows and
butterflies, but together, they’ve built something to be proud of.
Why we love doing what we do: Our clients are always in a really happy
part of their life when they buy or refinance a home. People sell homes for a
lot of negative reasons…death, divorce, military PCSes, etc. But when they are buying a home, it’s happy and exciting…and we take
every opportunity to make it really happy and exciting for them.
Our favorite satisfied-customer story: That’s easy. It’s the now-single mom whose husband recently committed suicide, leaving her
with a 4- and 2-year-old and a baby on the way. She never handled the finances, so her credit got ruined during the process. Bob worked
with her for over a year to get her in a position to purchase a home. She closed on that home last month with tears in her eyes because
she finally had a home to raise her kids in. She is a Raving Fan of Bob’s, and he is a Raving Fan of hers.
Our favorite HRRA event and why: The Legislative Wine & Cheese Reception. Everyone knows how much Bob and Becky love
wine, and it’s a great opportunity to meet the leaders of HRRA as well as the political leaders.
Most memorable HRRA moment: Every year, it’s so touching to see the award winners at the Circle of Excellencesm Awards gala, but
when they announce the Rookie of the Year that’s the best! This is a tough business to get into, and they have so much respect for those
that can execute well right out of the gate.
Best piece of advice to REALTORS®: Professionalism is becoming a lost art. We must hold each other to a higher standard of
professionalism so that the reputation of the real estate industry is not tarnished. Everyone that your clients encounter while buying
or selling a house with you is part of their experience and your reputation. Partner with professionals who are at the top of their game,
are well-respected, and add to your clients’ experience.
The one thing we want REALTORS® to know about our industry is: Not all mortgage companies are created equal. Not all
mortgage bankers are created equal. But a great mortgage company with a great mortgage banker is a really powerful asset to a
REALTORS®’s long-term business strategy. A great mortgage banker should really understand how overall personal finances work, not
just how to do a loan. A mortgage is not like buying a flat-screen TV on Amazon. It’s a very important financial tool that can impact a
client’s retirement, cash flow and education costs. It’s the centerpiece of effective management of their debt if properly done. The best
rate on the wrong strategy is a lot more expensive than a competitive rate on the right plan for a client’s future.
HRRA’s Affiliate Spotlight is a monthly feature offering a closer look at the association’s Affiliate members.
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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REALTORS® connect with
legislators during 2021 reception

T

he Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association

affords membership the opportunity to connect with

welcomed nearly two dozen legislators to its

legislators at the local, state and national levels,” said

2021 Legislative Wine & Cheese Recep-

tion on Oct. 6 at association headquar-

The reception was sponsored by Af-

ters.

filiate companies Atlantic Bay Mort-

The event – presented by
the Government Affairs ComVictoria Hecht

mittee – offered REALTOR

®

and Affiliate attendees the
Vice President of

opportunity to engage the

Communications,

Hampton

Public Relations and
Media Relations

Roads

General

Assembly delegation, plus
Congresspersons and City
Council members, in discussion of economic and qualityof-life issues impacting the region

“Having an event
such as the Legislative
Wine & Cheese
Reception is very
important. It affords
membership the
opportunity to connect
with legislators at the
local, state and
national levels.”

and critical to homeownership.
“Having an event such as the Legislative Wine & Cheese Reception is very important. It

10

HRRA Chairman of the Board Tanya Monroe.

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021

gage Group (Carrie Williams),
Dragas Companies, loanDepot
(Christie Woytowitz) and Title Concepts.
The Legislative Wine &
Cheese Reception is an invaluable

resource

in

en-

hancing the ability of REALTORS® throughout Eastern
Virginia to achieve business
success in an ethical and profes-

sional manner, and to protect and preserve private property rights. Thank you to
all who attended this signature HRRA event.

⌂
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Vigilance, knowledge, training
keys to REALTOR® safety

R

eal estate can be a dangerous career.

Group, offers a free self-defense class. Men and women

Challenges can include meeting someone you

should be diligent about personal safety. We are

don’t know in a vacant house you have never

lucky to be surrounded in our local community with

been to before or going for a listing appointment with

Affiliates who truly care about us and our protection.

which you’re not familiar. You never know what to

The longer I am involved in the REALTOR®
community, the more I appreciate the support of such

expect.
An agent in my office once showed a home and,

Katie Verhalen

great companies and people.

upon walking in the bedroom, found a deceased

In 2014, there was a national news story out of

man on the bed. Talk about shocking! Another agent

Arkansas. REALTOR® Beverly Carter was kidnapped

showed her clients a home that was tenant
occupied. The tenants were not happy

Chair, That’s Who We

about moving, so they greeted the

R Advisory Group

potential

buyers

completely

stark naked and never once
acknowledged the lack of
clothing. Even more awful,
a local agent received a call
to resell his client’s home
because the husband was
arrested for murdering his
wife in the house. (I think I
might need to brush up on my
required disclosures!)

from a house showing and, tragically, was
murdered

How many times
have you let your guard
down when you are in an
area that you have been
many times before? How
many times have you told
yourself it will “probably
be fine”? Have you taken
every precaution to
protect yourself?

While it is fun to share real
estate war stories (and to know in our
wildest transaction that we are not alone), the

when

the

kidnapper’s

ransom plan went wrong. Beverly
Carter

did

She

wrote

down
when

everything

and

his

information

felt

speaking

potential

right.

reassured
with

buyer’s

the
wife.

Beverly told people where
she was showing. It was a
neighborhood she was very
comfortable in. Her pastor
lived down the street. Her real
estate office even had a code word

if someone was in trouble.
Sadly, this did not help her. She was
targeted “because she was just a woman that

potential danger is real and should be taken seriously.

worked alone – a rich broker,” the Associated Press

We must be prepared for an unexpected nightmare

reported. Beverly’s family has taken this tragedy and

situation. Taking self-defense class is a great start.

created a foundation (https://beverlycarterfoundation.

A well-known local attorney in Hampton Roads (and

org) to help others. They offer some great ideas to

HRRA Affiliate), Brett Thompson with Thompson Law

intertwine into your business practices today.
(continued on next page...)

Boldly improving lifestyles since 1997.

757-498-7400
12
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(continued from previous page)

Our National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) has many

If you do not turn the timer off, it will automatically alert

resources to promote safety awareness and protect members,

your safety contact with your location and that you are in trouble.

which are viewable at https://www.nar.realtor/safety.

You can also activate it with the click of a button. This quick tip
can dramatically increase your chances of getting help faster.

Here are the “Top 5 Safety Action Items for REALTORS :
®

How many times have you let your guard down when you
are in an area that you have been many times before? How many

• Plan Your Safety Strategy

times have you told yourself it will “probably be fine”? Have you

• Tips and Best Practices

taken every precaution to protect yourself? Helped to train those

• Training Videos

around you?

• Personal Protection Resources
• Take the REALTOR Safety Pledge
®

Our society likes us to be polite. That very practice can
endanger your safety. There are some male REALTORS® who
have taken into their own hands confronting predators who have

NAR is fully committed to members’ safety and education.

sent inappropriate aggressive messages to female agents in our

At the link above you can find a wealth of information, including

community. I am honored to be part of a community that takes

open house and showing safety tips, to help with your office’s

care of each other.

safety plan.

Bad guys rarely look like bad guys. Make a plan. Preparation

Another safety resource you may not know about is

can make a life-or-death difference. Trust your instincts. Bring a

Homesnap. It’s a free real estate app that gives you great up-to-

partner, and don’t be polite. Don’t find yourself in a nightmare

date MLS information. Homesnap has a safety timer. You simply

situation. Take actions today to protect yourself and your co-

open the app, bring up the house you are showing (you must be

workers. It is important. You are important.

⌂

within a certain physical distance from the property), and then
set the timer.

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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Are you a grateful REALTOR®?

“

Stacie Gosiene

Vice Chair, Young
Professionals Network

not go our way. Easy is blaming everything that went
wrong in a transaction on other people. A grateful REALTOR® will stop, take a breath, recognize that every
problem has a solution, and take care of the situation
®
to the best of our ability.
Are you a grateful REALTOR ?
A grateful REALTOR® will use situations gone
When a transaction goes awry, this can elicit dif®
ferent emotions from different REALTORS . Some
wrong as learning experiences and reflect on how to do
better and how to BE better. With that being said,
get angry and blow a gasket, rant to colleagues or
practice, practice, practice!
even post on social media.
As REALTORS®, we should practice
Not a grateful REALTOR®. A
®
grateful REALTOR will stop, fobeing grateful for and to one anPortland University
other. Practice gratefulness and
cus and recognize the fact that
did
a
study
that
showed
appreciation every single day.
companies are understaffed
when people were shown
When you wake up, think of
and employees are overgratitude at work, not only
everything for which you are
worked. A grateful REALdid their professional life get
grateful for. Do at least one
TOR® will then be purposemore enjoyable, but their
kind act for someone daily.
ful in their patience.
personal lives got better as
Post a positive message on
Being grateful in an
well. They slept better, ate
social media! Hand rite a card
unprecedented time takes
better, suffered less physical
and send it via snail mail! Tell
work. After the world shut
and emotional stress, and
another person that their outfit
down and the shock wore off,
experienced a feeling of
is amazing! Ask a friend or colwe were all left wondering what
self-satisfaction.
league how you can help them toto do with all of our extra time.
day!
This is when we saw gratitude all
Appreciate the toilet paper, the
around us, and gratitude was exempliocean, the sky at night, your favorite jeans, the
fied in many different ways.
gas in your car, your home, etc. I am here to tell you
Yards were beautified, homes were remodeled,
that the return is worth it.
churches were full, pets were adopted, weight was
Stay present; be in the moment. Appreciate the
lost, family dinners were had, babies were born, and
moment and exude kindness. Finally, write it down.
memories were made that will be forever cherished.
By writing down what you are grateful for, it makes
Grateful for Zoom meetings allowing us to work reit possible to reflect and focus on what is most impormotely, self-care is at an all-time high. (Guilty!)
®
tant.
As REALTORS , we should all be grateful that
Portland University did a study that showed
ourprofession was deemed essential. Some REALwhen people were shown gratitude at work, not only
TORS® had the best year of their career!
did their professional life get more enjoyable, but their
Sure, it wasn’t all roses and rainbows, and we all
personal lives got better as well. They slept better, ate
worried – whether it be about our finances, stress in
better, suffered less physical and emotional stress,
our relationships, jobs at stake, our kids needing aland experienced a feeling of self-satisfaction.
ternative schooling, and the country as a whole seemExpressing gratitude only heightens these emoingly being divided.
tions. It causes a give and take of positive emotions.
The thing is, we have no control over the bad stuff.
Use gratitude as a gateway emotion. It has been provAny of it. The good stuff was 100% by design, and we
en to lead to appreciation, love, satisfaction, happienjoyed making it happen!
ness and more. Since we are all colleagues and work
Cultivating being grateful and being appreciative
together, let's appreciate each other! Spread nothing
is not easy. It takes time and practice. Easy would be
but positivity.
blowing up and getting mad at everything that does
The greatness of a man is not how much wealth
he acquires, but in his integrity and his ability to
affect those around.” – Bob Marley

(continued on next page...)
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Government Affairs: Looking
backward (and forward) at 2021
achievements, challenges

I

Kimberly Plourde

Chair, Government
Affairs Committee

gratitude to veterans. We have many veterans,
n this election year, we are more thankful than
representing all branches of military service among
ever that we can exercise our right to vote in
our members, clients, buyers, sellers and support staff.
person and choose a new governor, state delegates,
We cannot thank them enough for their dedication to
city council members, school board members, city
preserving our freedoms, especially our right to vote,
treasurers, commonwealth’s attorneys and sheriffs.
and our right to live in a place of our choosing.
Every election is critical to ensuring that our
There are still some challenges before us.
voices are heard including our members, and our
One of the biggest we face is the shortclients as we work to increase home
term rental ordinance passed by the
ownership in our community.
City of Virginia Beach. The Virginia
Candidate interviews were
These
interviews
Beach City Council has exceeded
an integral part of HRRA’s
gave us great insight
its authority by creating an
Government Affairs Committee
into how they would
ordinance that goes beyond
this year. We are grateful for
what has been approved
the many candidates who
be a friend to HRRA
by the state legislature.
answered our invitation to
if elected to office. It
Although local governments
come before our committee
is our goal to make a
have some authority, they
and answer our questions.
HRRA endorsement one
cannot add additional rules.
These interviews gave us
of the most important
The Virginia Beach City
great insight into how they
and sought after in
Council wants homeowners to
would be a friend to HRRA if
retrofit wired smoke detectors.
elected to office. It is our goal to
the Hampton
Traditionally,
neither the state
make a HRRA endorsement one
Roads area.
association nor HRRA has supported
of the most important and sought
retrofitting. In addition, the Uniform
after in the Hampton Roads area.
Building Code allows for wireless smoke
Legislative events helped us to meet our
detectors, and once again the local building code
representatives, get to know them and their vision
cannot exceed what the state code allows for.
to attract homeownership in our communities. Most
We are fighting in partnership with the Virginia
notable was the Legislative Wine & Cheese Reception,
Association of REALTORS® to reverse this action by
which was held at HRRA in October. Dozens of elected
officials came to HRRA to meet our members and talk
the City of Virginia Beach. The effects on economic
about their vision to support home ownership in our
development for city will be critically impacted by our
communities.
ability to prevail.
Legislators present included representatives
We are grateful for the many accomplishments we
from Congress, state delegates, and local mayors and
have made this year and grateful for those who have
council members from our Southside municipalities.
worked tirelessly to bring about our success. We look
We look forward to hosting more of these events in the
forward in thanks for continued efforts to overcome
coming year.
challenges that face us in the New Year. ⌂
We want to take this opportunity to express

(continued from previous page)
Today I am grateful for my profession. I am grateful for
HRRA and all it does for REALTORS®. I am grateful to YPN for
asking me to write this article, and I am grateful for the REAL-

TORS® Political Action Committee RPAC for all it does to make
sure our voices are heard. I am also grateful to all the Realtors
who took time out of their day to spread kindness! ⌂
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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Don’t be PUZZLED about RPAC!
RPAC is YOUR PAC. We are the REALTOR® Party,
and we are fighting for property rights around the
country. Period.
We need you, too.
Our goal this year is to reach 1,362 members out of
over 4,000 HRRA members. As of press time, we need
729 more to complete this RPAC picture to reach our
goals.
Mary Ross Ellsworth

Chair, RPAC
Fundraising
Committee

Last year a few invested, and we all stayed in
business. Pay it forward and be proud that you
invested to help our industry.
I want to thank everyone who has made their investment of Fair Share and above investment to help us
all. Please ask your fellow REALTOR® if they have invested? Let’s get involved. We can do this!
CLICK HERE TO SHOW YOUR SUPPORT TODAY!
Thank you.
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“That’s Who We R”
REALTOR® Spotlight

Yvonne
Covey

WHO: Yvonne Covey, Rose & Womble
Realty

where I would like my career to head.
I'm excited to say this year our team
received a Bronze Award.

HRRA MEMBER SINCE: 2017
REALTOR® ACTIVITIES/
ACCOLADES: Vice chair of
HRRA’s Community Involvement
Advisory Group, which organizes the
association’s REALTORS® Have a
Heart volunteer events. Also, Circle
of Excellencesm Award for teams; 2020
was my first time winning.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
I love making a difference in my
community. I have been involved in
the PTSA and Chesapeake Council
PTA as president or treasurer during
my son's middle and high school years.
I have served on the Chesapeake
Criminal Justice Board since 2019. I
currently serve on the Rose & Womble
Foundation Board. Additionally, during
the pandemic shutdown in 2020 I
realized there was a need to build
community. I live in Deep Creek and
partnered with Deep Creek Baptist
Church to utilize their parking lot to
bring in food trucks for the community.
In turn, we collected canned goods for
the church’s food pantry. We were able
to help keep 40 families a week fed
with donated food. We kept food trucks
on the road, and they were able to keep
their employees during the pandemic.
I started it as “Food Truck Friday.”
However, I joined with a couple
neighbors who have local businesses,
and we came up with the name “Creek
Meets.” Check us out on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/creekmeets.
Also, I was honored to be Rookie of the
Year for Rose & Womble’s Shore Drive
Office.

I CHOSE TO BECOME A
REALTOR® BECAUSE: I love helping
others. As an active-duty military
spouse of 22 years and only being
stationed in Norfolk, I felt I had an
advantage to help young military
couples understand the first-time
home-buying process and educating
them. My next goal is working on
affordable housing for those unable to
obtain their dream of homeownership
due to pricing. I feel everyone deserves
the opportunity to own a home.
FAVORITE REALTOR® BENEFIT:
The educational opportunities and
discounts offered to REALTORS®
through different companies. (Learn
more at https://www.nar.realtor/realtorbenefits-program.)
FAVORITE HRRA ACTIVITY AND
WHY: The Community Involvement
Advisory (CIA) Group volunteer events.
I love getting out and meeting other
REALTORS® and Affiliates who share
the same passion in helping others.
To see the look of excitement when
our group shows up to clean up, paint
or even refresh flower beds. Once we
finish our project and share lunch
together, the undescribed feeling you
have is amazing. Come out and join us!
(CIA’s next event is gift-wrapping party
on Dec. 7 at HRRA to wrap holiday
gifts for Norfolk schoolkids in need.
Details coming soon.)

I AM PROUD TO CALL MYSELF
A REALTOR® BECAUSE: I want
my clients to know I hold myself to a
higher standard than those who are
not a REALTOR®. I love educating
myself so that I am one step ahead on
the current rules, regulations and any
new changes in real estate.
BEST PIECE OF ADVICE FOR
FELLOW REALTORS®: Sometimes
it's a bumpy ride being a REALTOR®,
but hold on. Just like the weather in
Virginia, give it a minute and things
will change and look better. Educate
yourself as much as possible. Ask tons
of questions. Take time for yourself.
Your mental health is so important.
Sometimes we forget to stop and smell
the roses and only look at the negative.
We have a great opportunity to shine
in our communities. But if we don't
take care of ourselves, our light can be
dim, and we seem burned out. Take a
mental health day every now and then.
You deserve it!

MOST MEMORABLE HRRA
MOMENT: The first time I went to the
Circle of Excellencesm Awards gala. I
went to support my fellow REALTORS®
and told myself that next year I would
be up there. I couldn't believe how
nice the event was and thinking this is

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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Major Investors…and major
thanks!
HRRA appreciates all who have dug have deep this year in support of REALTOR® advocacy via RPAC. In October, the association held its
Major Investors Reception – featuring author and National Association of REALTORS® 2021 Vice President of Advocacy Leigh Brown as
guest speaker – at Norfolk’s Harbor Club. Other special speakers and presenters included Virginia RPAC Fundraising Chair Brad Boland
and Vice Chair (and HRRA’s own) Deborah Baisden, HRRA Chairman of the Board Tanya Monroe and Chairman-Elect Barbara Sgueglia,
and Virginia RPAC Disbursement Trustees Chair Peggy Todd and Trustees Dorcas Helfant-Browning and Cindy Hawks White (both HRRA’s
own as well), among others. Attendees enjoyed not only the gorgeous setting, delicious food and networking, but also meeting Brown, who
signed copies of her books. Thanks to all who have supported and will support RPAC’s vital work for homeowners and the real estate industry.
Remember, you are essential…and so is RPAC! – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
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Thank You to HRRA's 2021 RPAC
Major Investors

* President's Circle
** Hall of Fame

PLATINUM R® LEVEL

Deborah Baisden* **

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty

GOLDEN R® LEVEL
Tanya Monroe*

Dorcas Helfant-Browning* **
Coldwell Banker NOW

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Towne Realty

Cindy Hawks White* **

Mia Roberson*

Jay Mitchell* **

Barbara Sgueglia*

Keller Williams Realty

Creed Realty

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Towne Realty

Hampton Roads Military
Relocation Team

Hampton Roads
REALTORS® Association

CRYSTAL R® LEVEL
Jennifer Bryant
The Bryant Group

Jennifer Cool*

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Towne Realty

Hugh Cross

Cross Management

Jeremy Caleb Johnson
Long & Foster Real Estate

Dr. Dawn Kennedy*

Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association

Dora Lee Taylor*

Howard Hanna Real Estate Services

REIN Real Estate
Information Network
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STERLING R® LEVEL
Douglas Albert

Century 21 Nachman Realty

Linda Bass

Weichert REALTORS

®

Glenda Battle

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Dayla Brooks

OWN Real Estate LLC

Karen Gaskins

Monique McClellan

Tim Gifford

Lin Miller

Charlee Gowin

Kimberly Plourde

Rose & Womble Realty

Coldwell Banker NOW

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Katrina Griggs

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Rose & Womble Realty

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

EXIT Realty Central

Fella Rhodes

Rose & Womble Realty

Trudy Hoff

Wanda Smith

Yvonne Covey

Beth Hughes

Sherry Snyder

Gary Crawford

Donn Irby

Pat Steele

Adrienne Downing

Jimmy Jackson

Sherri Thaxton

Carl Johansen

Traci Lewis VanCamp

Cosette Lambourne

Katrina Venable*

Sherry Maser

Rob Waring*

Wesley Coons

CENTURY 21 Top Producers

Rose & Womble Realty

RE/MAX Alliance

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Mary Ross Ellsworth*
Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Gladys Fain

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Sandee Ferebee**

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Kay Flohre

The Real Estate Group

RE/MAX Alliance

Rose & Womble Realty

Rose & Womble Realty

Rose & Womble Realty

Rose & Womble Realty

Keller Williams Coastal

Howard Hanna Real Estate
Services

Jon McAchran
AtCoastal Realty

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty

Rose & Womble Realty

Coldwell Banker NOW

Century 21 Nachman Realty

RE/MAX Alliance

Creed Realty

Beach South Realty

Barbara Wolcott

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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MOTIVATIONAL CORNER

I’ll be happy when…

I

’ll be happy when I:

for happiness as a thing that exists apart and sepa-

• Have a lot of money.

rate from us. We are taught to believe that we must

• Go on a vacation at the Caribbean.

work hard for it, make sacrifices to find that illusory

• Buy my dream house.

feeling. Those who teach us were taught the same

• Buy my dream car.

thing, going back thousands of years, so they are not

• Win a lottery.

to blame. Before getting to the root of the search, let's

• Become the top performer in my in-

answer a simple question: Does a convention-

dustry.
• My family appreciates me.

Emil Nazaryan

• All my troubles fade
away.

At-Large Member,
HRRA Board of
Directors

Do you notice the inherent flaw in the statements
above? If not, rejoice, because today is the day that
you awaken! Today is the
day your perception of happiness changes. Why? Here it
goes!
Most of us live our days in

al search for lasting happiness work?

From this
moment on don’t let
your happiness live in the
future. Continue striving,
setting and achieving
goals, but do it not in
the hopes of gaining
happiness, but from the
viewpoint that you are
already happy, no
matter the
outcome.

hopes that better days will come. We

Have you ever found lasting
happiness after attaining a goal
or an object of your desire? You
surely got the satisfaction,
but how long did it last? How
does an achievement from
two years ago make you happy today?
Satisfaction based on attainment is always temporary. Hence lasting happiness
can’t be found somewhere out
there in the future in things, expe-

riences, achievements or relationships.

think that our happiness is at some point

Does this mean we should stop striving, de-

in the future and tied to some acquisition, event,

siring and chasing our dreams? Of course not. But we

achievement or person. We distract our minds from

may want to look at our motives, and approach this

the present and keep it in some magic place in the

striving from a different angle.

future, where our happiness exists.
How often do you see people in 7-Elevens spend-

So, what did happen, that changed my life
around?

ing perhaps their last dollar buying a lottery ticket,

By the grace of God, through different books and

really believing that winning the $100 million jack-

authors a clear message made a life-changing impact

pot is going to give them the happiness they’ve been

on my soul. The essence of the message was that we

craving? Are you one of those people? I know I was

can only be happy here and now. This seed flourished

for the majority of my adult life. But then something

through the practice of gratitude. And what is grati-

changed, and that changed everything.

tude but a feeling of contentment and satisfaction

What happened? Did I win the lottery? Did I go

with what you already have?

on a vacation? Did I buy my dream house, my dream

Interestingly, what you have doesn’t really mat-

car, become a top performer in my industry? Did my

ter as long as you are already grateful for the little

family start appreciating me? Did all my troubles fade

that you do have. As little and as profound as being

away?

alive. That was the game changer.

First of all, let’s investigate the cause of our unhappiness.
From early childhood we are programmed to look

It was the realization that nothing in the future
can make me any happier than I am here and now,
at every breathing moment. In fact, the future can
(continued on next page...)
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(Motivational Corner, continued from previous page)
only be experienced as now when it arrives. So, why not stay
happy in this now that lasts forever?
From this moment on don’t let your happiness live in the
future. Continue striving, setting and achieving goals, but do
it not in the hopes of gaining happiness, but from the view-

Friendly, expert service from your
local home loan professionals

point that you are already happy, no matter the outcome.
This understanding comes with a paradoxical twist. Be-

The professionals at Caliber Home Loans, Inc. are committed to
helping homeowners and homebuyers find loan options that fit
their needs. Whether you’re purchasing a new home or refinancing,
we can help you find a solution that is right for you.

ing in the internal state of happiness and satisfaction attracts external success, a success that feels almost effortless.
How do I know?

For more information on how we
can assist you, contact a member
of our team today!

I did not win the lottery. In fact, I haven’t played one
since. I stopped worrying about the family appreciating me
but instead started appreciating the family members the

Virginia Branch: 757-612-3500 | www.caliberhomeloans.com/virginiabeach

way they are. My troubles did fade away because it turned

David Burchett NMLS# 457783 629 Phoenix Drive, Suite 175 Virginia Beach, VA 23452. Caliber Home Loans, Inc., 1525 S. Beltline Rd Coppell, TX 75019 NMLS
ID #15622 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org). 1-800-401-6587. Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved. This is not an offer to enter into an agreement. Not
all customers will qualify. Information, rates, and programs are subject to change without prior notice. All products are subject to credit and property
approval. Not all products are available in all states or for all dollar amounts. Other restrictions and limitations apply. #28123_VA.

out that most of them only existed in my mind, and a grateful
mind doesn't have space for imaginary troubles.
Vacations, dream cars, dream houses, success in career
manifested themselves as well, but they didn’t add anything
to the happiness that is already total, complete, constant,
eternal here and now.
So, are you happy now, or will you be happy when…?

⌂

(From the Chair: Strategic planning for the coming year, continued from page 3)
5. Technology
a. Have an Interactive website
b. Have multiple Association email accounts and access
6. Financial Solvency
a. Have strong policies in place to ensure integrity of our operations
b. Complete and annual audit and review

In addition, every association’s business or strategic plan
includes Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) as well as Fair
Housing and REALTOR® safety components.
The results of strategic planning will be invaluable:
•
•
•
•

Our association will work to develop a clear vision for its future, as well as a clear path for its immediate needs.
Learn where to allocate staff and financial resources.
Have a tangible road map to guide us as we make association
management decisions on behalf of your members.
We will be able to create a value proposition statement for
your association.

Lastly, a photo is worth a thousand words! These are the
awesome individuals who participated in this strategic planning
process. We appreciate your support of our association. Thank
you so very much for making an impact! ⌂
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Tenants, work orders,
maintenance requests…oh my!

A

Lee Halyard

Chair, Property
Management &
Leasing Council

ny property manager will tell you, once an
owner learns of a system or component failure,
oftentimes their reaction is to say, “How is that
possible? It was working fine when we moved out!”
This is when managing expectations is key. It
is quite possible that the next thing they inform is,
“Charlie around the corner fixed that last time it
broke. I’m gonna give him a call when he gets off later
tonight.”
There are a million reasons why this
should never happen, but I’ll cite just
two here:
• Anyone
performing
maintenance on a rental
property must be properly
insured. Quality vendors
with verified General
Liability coverage is a
must. The chances of the
owner’s former neighbor
carrying general liability
are not great.
• The component, appliance
or service should be restored
as quickly and correctly as
reasonably possible. Unresolved
maintenance and repair issues
present liabilities not only for the
tenant but also for the owner in accordance with
the recent requirement for the owner to include
the new statement of tenant rights.
An owner should be made aware of reasonable
time constraints when work maintenance and repair
work orders come in and should expect and want the
property manager to handle it promptly. I always say,
work orders and maintenance requests are not like
fine wine. They don’t get better over time. Owners

I always say,
work orders and
maintenance
requests are not
like fine wine. They
don’t get better
over time.

MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS PROGRAM
Up to 100% financing available

Matt DesRoches

Marion Uzzle

Kimberly Vap

757.651.6288

757.729.7373

757.544.8934

NMLS #: 659388

NMLS #: 211283

NMLS #: 796166

fultonbank.com/mortgage
Fulton Bank, N.A. Member FDIC. Subject to credit approval. Information is for real estate
professionals and is not intended for further distribution to any individual consumers.
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need to buy into this philosophy from the outset of our
agreement, or we re-evaluate whether or not we want
their properties in our portfolio.
As previously mentioned, work orders and
maintenance requests are unavoidable and a normal
part of being a property manager. Having said that,
it is important to ensure tenants understand their
responsibilities and duties as outlined in the lease.
In my experience, the most common thing
overlooked by tenants is the requirement
to replace the HVAC filters monthly.
Staying on top of this simple
item will ensure the unit runs
efficiently, save the tenants
money on cooling and heating,
and prevent service call
expenses for the owners. If
the filters have obviously not
been cleaned for an extended
period of time, it’s evident
at the move-out inspections,
and we end up having an
HVAC company come and
conduct a service on the system.
This is paid for by the tenant.
We have found that it
is helpful for the tenant to fully
understand everything that is expected of
them when they are signing the lease. Sometimes we
will hear the remark, “Whoa, this is a lot! I’m only
renting the place. I’m not going to own it!”
My reply to this objection is to inform, “No, you’re
not just renting this place. You are about to own a
leasehold in this dwelling unit for the next 12 to 24 or
36 months, and a lot of owner-oriented responsibilities
are associated with that.”
General and preventative maintenance on the part
of the owners and tenants is a two-way street. Both
parties have responsibilities and obligations that we
as property managers need to stay on top of, especially
right now considering the worldwide difficulties
with supply chains. Replacement appliances and
components are not only significantly more expensive,
but receiving these parts takes longer than normal.
Later this month we will be gathering with family
and friends, some of us for the first time in a couple of
years. Having stayed on top of general maintenance
through the year with quality licensed and insured
vendors is just one more reason to be thankful.
Happy Thanksgiving from HRRA’s Property
Management & Leasing Council! ⌂
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Lifting each other up in
uncertain times

E
Nelene Mayo Gibbs

Chair, Owners/
Managers Council

ven with all of the challenges that 2021 has
allowed us to keep buyers and sellers moving in spite
presented to us, there is so much to be grateof many industries that were forced to shut down and
ful for as we enter the season of Thanksgivexperienced tremendous reduction in business.
ing! As an industry we were one of the few professions
For those of us that support RPAC (and everyone
that was designated essential and allowed to continbenefits from those of us who donate) we were able
ue to serve our clients and earn a great living in the
to be instrumental in shaping the policies put into
midst of a worldwide pandemic.
place that allowed our businesses to soar. If you
We were initially faced with many
do not contribute to RPAC, you should. It is a
challenges, and we had to learn quickly
valuable professional advocacy committee
how to do business differently, which
that works on our behalf, and we
wouldn't be where we are today
we did. Sellers were reluctant
We are fortunate in
without it.
to have us in their homes.
Hampton Roads to
As this year winds down,
Buyers were reluctant to go
work with an amazing
we are looking forward with
out and look at houses. All
group of REALTORS®
great excitement to 2022 and
the while our clients needed
who continually lift
all of the opportunities that
to move on to their next
each
other
up!
It
is
it will bring.
destination. We pushed
always great to see
Now is a great time to reach
through, persevered, and
others work together to
out to your clients, friends,
served our industry and our
help our community grow
family and fellow agents to
clients well.
both individually and
thank them for their business
Many
thanks
go
to
corporately.
and support.
our REALTOR® and Affiliate
community for the tenacity, hard
Why not consider reaching
work, dedication and commitment
out to everyone in your phone or
to professionalism. You continued to serve
database between now and the end of year
in spite of many uncertainties, difficulties and
and share some joy and a give a little thanks? A
challenges. Thank you!
simple thanks goes a long way!
We are fortunate in Hampton Roads to work with
During this season of thanks, I would like to take
an amazing group of REALTORS® who continually
the opportunity to thank our many active-duty service
lift each other up! It is always great to see others
members and retirees for their invaluable service.
work together to help our community grow both
Many of those veterans have entered our ranks
individually and corporately.
as REALTORS® upon departure from their military
service. It is an honor and privilege to serve alongside
These challenging times have brought out the
our former military (and now) REALTORS®. We are
best of the best, and I am grateful for the opportunity
grateful for the military men and women who have
to be able to serve alongside of so many.
served our country and continue to serve to protect
For those of us who have been in business for a
our freedom every day. It is truly and honor and a
long time, 2021 is turning out to be the best year we
privilege to serve these families and assist them in
have ever seen.
buying and sell their homes.
“How is that?” you say. We belong to a
phenomenal professional association at the local,
state and national level filled with exceptional
representatives who advocate for us and our
homeowners. The essential personnel designation our
industry received during the pandemic was a game
changer for our industry and for our businesses. It
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“As we express our gratitude, we must never forget
that the highest appreciation is not utter words but to
live by them.” – John F. Kennedy
Happy Thanksgiving to all!

⌂

Time to give thanks for Affiliates,
blessings and our service
personnel

N

ovember is a time that we often reflect on

Just take a break, pretend like it is Thanksgiving

what we are thankful for, and it includes two

Day, list the things you are thankful for, and watch

great holidays dedicated to this: Veterans

it put a smile on your face. Daily in our real estate

Day and Thanksgiving.

business, and here at HRRA, we have another group

Many of us in the real estate industry are mili-

that we should always be thankful for: our Affiliates!

tary veterans. I am an Army veteran myself. Military

We all know that they contribute through their mem-

service and real estate have been my careers. As real

bership fees, sponsoring events and giving prizes, all

estate professionals, we have the opportunity to work

of which help to keep our dues down and make our

Alan Thompson,

with military service members in our real estate

CRS, GRI

careers.

events great.
What we often don’t see are the

Veterans Day is when we give
Chair, Resale Council

hours both at the events and behind

thanks and show our appreciation to those who currently (or
at one time in their life) raised
up their hand and swore an
oath that meant they were
willing to give the ultimate
sacrifice to defend and honor
our lifestyle and way of living. They were willing to sacrifice their life for those they
didn’t even know. I know that

the scenes. Affiliates spend hun-

Just take a break,
pretend like it is
Thanksgiving Day,
list the things you
are thankful for, and
watch it put a smile
on your face.

dreds of hours working to make
our events, education classes
and daily activities the best
they can. Please make sure
to always look to our Affiliates when searching for vendors. Or, if you happen to be
working with vendors who
are not Affiliates, talk to them
about becoming one!

any time someone thanks me for

So, this month, when we

my service, my response and feeling

are giving thanks, reach out to your

is always, “It was an honor.”
Every veteran I talk with feels the same. Take
some time this Veterans Day and thank those who

favorite Affiliates and tell them how much
you appreciate them and thank them for their contributions!

have and were willing to give so much personally for

I have found that when I am doing my business

others. On Thanksgiving Day families and friends of-

plan each year, it is great to set goals and set projec-

ten go around the table, and each person states what

tions for new personal records, but it is also important

they are thankful for. This is a great activity because

to reflect on what you have already accomplished,

it requires you to reflect and then share what is im-

achieved, and received.

portant to you that you have in your life.

It is important to always be thankful for what we

Sometimes it is family, friends, other people, ca-

have. As a society, I find that we are often looking for

reers and awards, health, physical or financial goals

the next best thing, wanting more, wanting it faster,

you have achieved, or daily habits you have. I would

and almost expecting it as a given. Take some time, as

like to encourage you all to not just do this on Thanks-

this is when we are often planning for next year, to re-

giving Day, but to start each day with what you are

flect on all that you have, have earned or been given,

thankful for. I assure you that this one action will

and be thankful for this great country we live in.

⌂

make your day better while appreciating all that you
have. This is a surefire way to get out of a bad mood
when things may not be going your way.
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Understanding the role of condo
association management

A
Julie Ulrich

Vice Chair, Common
Interest Community
Advisory Group

28

board of delinquencies, and send delinquent
common misconception among condo dwellers
notices at board’s direction.
is that the management company overseeing
• Review vendor invoices and request payment
their community makes the rules and is in
approval from board when required.
charge of the community overall.
• Manage bank accounts.
Even though that’s not the case (the board
• Prepare an annual budget.
of directors is ultimately in charge), community
• Provide detailed record-keeping and monthly
management companies have a very important role
financial statements.
in running a well-oiled condo association.
•
Initiate legal action and work with
Let’s take a closer look at the roles and
association’s attorney for collections
responsibilities of the community
of delinquent accounts.
association management company.
A community
The board of directors,
association management
Site management
elected by the homeowners,
Some larger communities,
oversees the association and
company is a vendor,
and
most especially highis responsible for following
contracted by the condo’s
rise condos, will require
the association’s governing
board, to manage the daya dedicated or on-site
documents,
making
to-day operations of the
manager. Others will have
decisions, adopting policies
a manager conduct regular
and hiring vendors.
association. The company
on-site
inspections. Duties
A community association
does not set the policies or
may include:
management company is
rules, nor does it determine
• Site inspections for commona vendor, contracted by the
the penalties for nonarea maintenance needs
condo’s board, to manage the
•
Inspections
for
owner
day-to-day operations of the
compliance.
violations, plus notifying and
association. The company does not
following through to ensure the violation
set the policies or rules, nor does it
has been corrected
determine the penalties for non-compliance.
• Ensuring all vendors are performing to their
What exactly does a community association
contracted specifications
management company do? It depends. There is no
• Maintaining records of all work completed
one-size-fits-all answer since some boards take a more
active role in their association or, to save money, may
Selecting a company
handle some tasks themselves. The most common
Boards strive to select a company that will be a
contracted services are:
partner in their success. Some boards want to be more
actively involved than others, and there are some
Administrative services
boards with more experience and capabilities. Sit
• Professional guidance and support to the board
down with your board to determine your community’s
of directors. Keep board up to date on changes in
needs and make a detailed list of the non-negotiables
any legislation that may affect the community.
and expectations as a board.
• Act as a point of contact for homeowners; respond
Some factors to consider:
to homeowner requests, inquiries, and grievances.
• How many properties are in a manager’s
• Maintain owner files.
portfolio? It’s good to know, although it’s not a
• Send meeting notices, violation notices,
foolproof way to know they’ll have the proper
newsletters and special correspondence.
time for your community. It also depends on the
• Maintain a list of approved vendors. Retain
level and number of services they are providing
insurance certificates and business licenses.
the communities in their portfolio, and on their
• Provide monthly management reports.
support team.
• Schedule, prepare and attend meetings.
• What kind of support system is in place? Such
• Prepare resale packages.
as a dedicated administrative assistant, a
customer service team to answer routine calls, or
Accounting and financial services
• Collect and process association payments, notify
(continued on page 43...)
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Thank You to our 2021 HRRA Partners
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

COPPER

AMBASSADOR

Morgan Stanley
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2021 Commercial Market Report

A

David Tunnicliffe

Chair, Commercial
Council

dropped year over year, and asking rates increased
2.5% over the last year and are expected to see asking
rates grow by almost 5% over the next year.
Over the last year, there haven’t been too many
new construction opportunities, which means that
new and expanding retailers were taking over existing vacancies and businesses that were closing.
Investors have continued to stay aggressive with
the retail properties within the market as transactions, sales volume and price has all increased
over the last year resulting in lower cap
rates, making the market more atInvestors have
tractive to institutional investors:

s we approach the end of the year, there are
many things to be grateful for within such a
turbulent time. There have been many wins,
but also some losses that should give us reason to be
more grateful for the things that we still have.
In the real estate market, both residential and
commercial fared quite well within the Hampton
Roads region. Office and retail properties are performing consistently, while industrial properties are hard
to find with record occupancy and rental rates for
this market.

Office properties
continued to stay
The highlights of the office
aggressive
with the retail
• Average
Market
Rent:
product would be near record
$18.09 PSF
low vacancy rates in the third
properties within the
• Average Market Vacancy:
quarter of 2021. Along with
market as transactions,
5.4%
low vacancy rates, rental
sales volume and price
• Under
rates are continuing to inch
Construction:
has all increased over the
up, which has to do with the
151,000 SF
last year resulting in lower
limited amount of new office
• Annual Rent Growth:
cap rates, making the
products coming to the mar4.6%
market more attractive
ket over the next year.
to institutional
With limited new office
Industrial properties
construction, office users will conIndustrial properties have
investors.
tinue to occupy and keep the vacancy
seen a flurry of activity and leasing
rates down and rental rates steady. With
over the last year. While it may be an
the uncertainty of how long remote working will
anomaly, Amazon is currently under construction
continue, annual rent growth has slowed (however, it
on a 3.8 million0square-foot facility and has commitis still increasing) and is projected to increase over the
ted to almost another 1 million square feet of indusnext year.
trial space within the market.
With remote working, some office managers and
Outside of Amazon, there has still been a lot of
owners are continuing to hold onto the office space,
activity with users absorbing over 1 million square
while others are marketing space for sub-lease, which
feet over the last year, helping rental rates increase
the available sub-lease space has more than doubled
by 7.5% and lowering the vacancy rate to just over 2%,
since the beginning of 2020:
compared to almost 9% a decade ago.
To try and accommodate the increased demand
• Average Market Rent: $20.09 PSF
there is about 5.6 million square feet of industrial
• Average Market Vacancy: 8.1%
space under construction. Investors have taken a lik• Under Construction: 170,000 SF
ing to the area with the close proximity to the ports,
• Annual Rent Growth: 0.2%
which has increased the average sales price, number
of transactions and total sales volume:
Retail properties
Both landlords and tenants working together
• Average Market Rent: $8.30 PSF
throughout the pandemic has proven to keep the
• Average Market Vacancy: 2.2 %
healthy retail market on track and growing. While
• Under Construction: 5.6 million SF
some industries were hit hard, retail vacancy rates
• Annual Rent Growth: 7.5%
(continued on page 35...)
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Show your appreciation for RPAC,
good transactions, great agents
and Professional Standards

N

Elaine Griffin, SRES

Vice Chair,
Professional
Standards Committee

them feel better, and it makes the world a little
ovember always makes me think of
brighter!
Thanksgiving, my favorite holiday, because
Time for a couple quotes:
it immediately brings family to mind and the
wonderful smells as the turkey, gravy and stuffing. It
“Let us remember, that as much has been given
is a special time to spend with family and/or friends in
us, much will be expected from us, and that true
a warm, loving atmosphere.
homage comes from the heart as well as lips, and
And it’s not only the holiday itself but just saying
shows itself in deeds.” -- Theodore Roosevelt
the word “Thanksgiving.” For a moment it makes
everyone think of something to give thanks for
and gives us the opportunity to share our
“Thanksgiving is one of my favorite
hearts with others.
days of the year because it reminds
How fortunate we are to have
us to give thanks and to count our
But do we take the
warm houses made of bricks and
blessings. Suddenly so many
time to give thanks to
lumber with sturdy foundations
things become so little when
the really good agents
and insulated walls. We might
we realize how blessed we
with whom we work? Show
currently be in a supply
are.” – Joyce Giraud
shortage, creating delays, but
your appreciation; share
take a breath! The Pilgrims,
		
“I come from a
your gratitude with them!
when they came to America
family where gravy is
When you express your
(Massachusetts) in the cold
considered a beverage.” –
appreciation, it makes you
winter, used small sticks
Erma Bombeck
feel better, it makes them
(called wattle) and mixed clay,
feel better, and it makes
earth, grasses and water to
I asked a few of our
fill the wall and make a smooth
Professional
Standards
the world a little
surface inside. I give thanks every
Committee
to
share
what
comes
brighter!
day to have a warm home to enjoy,
to mind about Thanksgiving. Here’s
much less electricity, running water, etc.
what they said:
Supply and demand might currently be
out of whack for houses, but, come on…there are still
Tim Vohar: “Thanksgiving means turkey and
plenty of houses to sell and plenty of buyers to buy!
gravy, football and a break! Time to decorate for
That brings me to another thing to be grateful
Christmas!”
for. RPAC, yes… the REALTORS® Political Action
Deborah Lesyshyn: “I love the crispness in the fall
Committee! Through the work of our RPAC, we were
air. I love gathering with loved ones and going around
able to be considered “essential workers” through the
our “family’s” gathering and each stating individually
COVID shutdown. Is that something to be grateful
what we are grateful for. It’s a wonderful tradition.”
for? You betcha! (Have you given your fair share this
year?)
You know, as REALTORS® we have a tendency to
Cate Oroszian (associate general counsel for
Virginia REALTORS®): “I love that it means spending
complain during difficult transactions about what we
perceive as “bad” REALTORS® or real estate agents.
time together with family and also signals the start of
the holiday season.”
If, indeed, it is really unprofessional behavior, we
have Professional Standards with a process to hold
And, last but not least, Clyde Cooper Jr., ABR,
them accountable. If they are not REALTORS®, the
AHWD, CRS, C2EX, GRI, SFR, chairman of our
Virginia Real Estate Board has a process as well. But
Professional Standards Committee, whom I respect
do we take the time to give thanks to the really good
and am very grateful for: “Special thanks to Elaine
agents with whom we work? Show your appreciation;
Griffin, our vice chair, for writing and promoting
share your gratitude with them! When you express
this fine article. Elaine really is the right person
your appreciation, it makes you feel better, it makes
(continued on next page...)
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Finding gratitude for industry,
association blessings during
pandemic’s challenges

W

Brenda Tokarz

Chair, REALTOR®/
Lawyer Committee

ell, folks, here we are in November, which
answer questions and help us be better equipped as we
kicks off the holidays and brings with it
work with the public.
hope of the New Year! I like to take the time
I am super excited that we are back to in-person
each November to reflect personally and professionalmeetings again. Meet and speaking with you face to
ly on the past year to see what I’ve done that I should
face (something I took for granted before the pandemic
continue and what needs to be changed.
happened) has brought me the greatest joy. Looking for
Like many of you, I take time to express gratithe positives in the past two years was easier than I
tude for all the wonderful (and even not-so-wonderful)
thought it would be.
things that have taken place this year. The years 2020
I, too, am grateful for the agents and clients I’ve
and 2021 will be historic at some point, but for those of
met and had the pleasure to work with on the job, inus who have lived through it, it could prove
cluding the listing agents who left masks,
transformational in epic proportions.
booties and hand sanitizer by the doors
Professionally, we have all had
as we toured their properties and the
I am grateful to
to make changes to our work and
buyer’s agents who graciously adthe
lenders,
brokers,
home lives — in some cases puthered to all the restrictions with
managers, and realty
ting our career on hold, or in
their clients as they toured our
and title companies
other cases working through
listings and wrote multiple ofthat helped to keep us
the pandemic and keeping
fers.
our
relationship-oriented
I am grateful to the lenders,
working amongst all the
business at a 6-foot distance.
brokers,
managers, and rechallenges. I’m especially
It was challenging, for
alty
and
title
companies that
grateful to the clients and
sure, yet for me this year
helped to keep us working
customers who, even with
was very different than past
amongst all the challenges.
their fears, came out,
years in my reflections because
I’m especially grateful to the
trusted us and made
of my position as chairwoman of
clients and customers who, even
purchases.
®
HRRA’s REALTOR /Lawyer Comwith their fears, came out, trusted
mittee. This year I have had the honor
us and made purchases.
and privilege to work with the many amazLastly, and most importantly, I am
ing people at HRRA and the agents who devote
grateful to my committee chairs for their efforts
time and energy to this organization to help keep it up
and input this year! I personally want to thank Vice
and running for us.
Chair Phil Kazmierczak and committee members
And, most importantly, I have had the wonderful
Debbie Merklinger, Debra O’Connell, Deborah Hunt,
opportunity to meet you the REALTORS® who show
Katie Verhalen and Trudy Hoff. Keep up the great
up at our HRRA forums and functions. There are also
work, and thanks for the memories! ⌂
the many Affiliates who sponsor our forums. I am also
grateful for the attorneys who come to our meetings,

(continued from previous page)
for our Professional Standards Committee! As chair, I wish to
thank each Professional Standards Committee member for your
volunteer spirit and willingness to serve. Furthermore, hats off
to each REALTOR® in our Association who adhered to the Code
of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the National Association of
REALTORS® in 2021. We sincerely appreciate your fine efforts and
examples. And a very special “thank you” to Victoria Hecht, our
HRRA vice president of communications, PR and media relations,

for her assistance with our articles. Although the Professional
Committee is no longer large in membership (as previous years),
nor does it function as it did in the past, I want to take this
opportunity to extend a special “thank you” to each member that
served on the Professional Standards Committee during the past
three years. HRRA is truly loaded with outstanding Professional
Standards talent.” ⌂
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LEGAL CORNER

Deed restriction still holds up
150 years later

S

John Faber, Esq.

Williams Mullen

deed, which essentially froze all action with respect to
ubjecting a piece of property to a restrictive
the property. Canova did not take possession of it, atcovenant that limits the ability to develop that
tempt to sell it or use the property due to the reverter
property for more efficient purposes “puts the
clause in the 1875 deed.
lands of the living in the cold grip of the hands of the
By 2019, Canova had grown tired of not being
dead.” So said the Virginia Supreme Court, quoting a
able to use or develop the 5 acres it had purchased
famous treatise on real property, in the case of Canova
at foreclosure and filed suit to quiet title in the
Land and Investment Company vs. Lynn, decided
Circuit Court of Prince William County.
on April 15, 2021.
The defendants in the suit were,
Despite its colorful quote, the
among others, Carolyn Lynn and
court upheld a restrictive covenant
The Supreme Court
Cheryl Crawford, two descenplaced on property in Prince
agreed with Canova’s
dants of Edna and Levi Lynn.
William County in 1875.
assertion that a grantor has
Canova claimed that the reIn 1875, Edna and Levi
an absolute right to transfer
verter clause in the 1875
Lynn deeded an acre of land
property on the grantor’s
deed should be voided as
(the “Lynn Parcel”) to the
terms and conditions, unless
those terms and conditions
an unreasonable restraint
Woodbine Baptist Church in
constitute
a
restraint
on
on alienation, because it alexchange for $5. The deed
alienation. A restriction that
lowed use of the Lynn Parcel
required the trustees of the
totally prohibits the transfer
only by the Woodbine Baptist
church hold the Lynn Parcel
of a fee simple estate or
Church. The restriction also
for the use and benefit of the
requires a forfeiture
hindered Canova’s efforts to deWoodbine Church and allow the
upon a transfer
velop the entire 5-acre tract, thus
proper authorities of the church to
is void.
preventing that tract from being put
use the parcel for the worship of God.
to its most efficient use, which was conThe deed also provided that the property
trary to public policy in Virginia.
would revert to the grantors or their heirs if it
The Circuit Court dismissed Canova’s complaint
ceased being used for the purposes expressed in the
with prejudice, and Canova appealed to the Virginia
deed.
Supreme Court.
One hundred thirty-one years later, in 2006,
The Supreme Court agreed with Canova’s asserWoodbine Church incorporated as newly permitted by
tion that a grantor has an absolute right to transfer
Virginia law, renaming itself Woodbine Family Worproperty on the grantor’s terms and conditions, unship Center and Christian School. The corporation
less those terms and conditions constitute a restraint
continued to use the property for worship.
on alienation. A restriction that totally prohibits the
In 2007, the Woodbine Worship Center obtained a
transfer of a fee simple estate or requires a forfeiture
loan from Virginia Commerce Bank and secured that
upon a transfer is void.
loan with a deed of trust on the Lynn Parcel and four
The court distinguished a restriction that prohibother acres of property. In making the loan, the bank
its a transfer of property, however, from a restriction
searched the title to the Lynn Parcel only back to the
that limits the use of the property. In determining
year 1900, so it did not see the restriction in the 1875
whether a restriction controls the use of the property
deed. The Woodbine Worship Center thereafter deversus the transfer of the property, a court examines
faulted on the loan.
the form of the restriction, the reasons for imposing it
The lender foreclosed, and its subsidiary Canova
and the practical effect of the restriction.
Land and Investment Company purchased the Lynn
As to the form of the 1875 deed, the court opined
Parcel and the other acreage at foreclosure. At that
that the language granting the Lynn Parcel to the
point, Canova discovered the restriction in the 1875
(continued on next page...)
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Legal Corner, continued from previous page)
Woodbine Church “to use for the worship of God” clearly indicated a restraint on use, rather than transfer. That language also
revealed the Lynns’ reason for imposing the restraint in 1875,
namely the worship of God.
Nevertheless, Canova argued that the practical effect of the
reverter in the deed was to prohibit the transfer of the Lynn Parcel to any party other than the Woodbine Church. That amounted
to an unreasonable restraint on transfer, and was voidable.
The court did not agree with Canova’s interpretation of the
deed language. It pointed out that the church had already converted in 2006 from an unincorporated association to a corporation. It also noted the practical reality that individual congregations and denominations change over time.
According to the court, therefore, the more reasonable interpretation of the deed language was that the Lynn Parcel must be
used for the worship of God by a congregation that generally follows the tenets of Baptist churches. As of the date of the decision,

Woodbine Worship Center continued to use the Lynn Parcel for
worship.
In addition to that interpretation, the court noted that public policy tends to uphold charitable gifts. Even though the 1875
deed recited that the Lynns had received $5 for the transfer of
the single-acre parcel, the court concluded that that amount was
nominal and the conveyance was charitable donation. Restraints
and restrictions imposed in deeds for charitable donations tend to
receive a more liberal interpretation, in order to uphold the gift.
That preference for upholding charitable gifts, combined
with the holding that this restriction, constituted a limitation on
the use rather than the transfer of the Lynn Parcel and convinced
the court to uphold the Circuit Court and the 1875 restriction.
The Canova case indicates that even a poorly worded deed
restriction imposed nearly 150 years ago will be upheld as long
as it does not constitute an unreasonable restraint on alienation
of the property. ⌂

2021 Commercial Market Report, continued from page 30)
Here are some other industries stats:
Multi-Family properties:
• Average Market Rent: $1,298
• Average Market Vacancy: 2.8%
• Under Construction: 1,889 Units
• Annual Rent Growth: 12%
Hospitality properties:
Average Occupancy: 74.2%
Average Daily Rate: $154.78
Market Sale Price/Room: $97,500
Market Cap Rate: 8.36%
Overall, Hampton Roads has done well to maintain throughout
the pandemic and is rebounding very strong on the other side as
we make our way in to 2022. While nothing is for certain in real
estate, there will still be some obstacles to overcome. However, I
think we’ll continue to see a healthy, expanding commercial real
estate market.
All information was gathered from CoStar. If there are any
questions pertaining to any of the information provided, please
reach out to me at david@aforealty.com or vice chair Rob Waring
at robwaring1@gmail.com. ⌂

Nevermind asking for recommendations on social media...
Your search ends here! “Find an Affiliate” at HRRA.com
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • November 2021
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Heart is tuned to introspection,
reflection and gratitude

T

he season of Thanksgiving will soon be upon

over the years to feed us and provide drawings at our

us, and it’s the perfect time to reflect and con-

meetings (all for the chance of doing business with

sider the things for which you are truly grate-

us), I quickly realized what a benefit it would be to

ful. I think 2021 has also proven to be a challenging

open up our volunteer events to both REALTORS®

year for many and very possibly served as a good re-

and Affiliates.
Obviously, the way we do things has changed, but

minder of what’s really important.

Sherry Snyder

As chair of HRRA’s Community Involvement Ad-

the generosity of our HRRA Affiliates has not. Our

visory Group, as a REALTOR® and as a mother, list-

typical volunteer event runs approximately two hours

ing my gratitude is a daily practice.

and is followed by a few words and lunch provided by

The first year I led HRRA REAL-

Chair, Community

TORS® Have a Heart volunteer pro-

Involvement Advisory

gram (which is now administered

Group

through CIA), the thought was
that it would be a great opportunity for REALTORS® of
various brokerages to be able
to volunteer together and
form personal relationships
that would carry over to
our daily business practices,
making for smooth transactions.
I happened to mention to

one of our Affiliates sponsors. Due to the
pandemic, we have had to ask our

As a REALTOR®,
I am so extremely
grateful that, somehow
despite the effects of
the pandemic and the
economy, I still had
work (and therefore
money) to provide
for my family.

the Affiliates Council chair the Tshirts that the Affiliates had sponsored
for the annual kickball tournament at the time.
It didn’t take much for the shirts to materialize for
our volunteers, and they were provided by a fantastic
group of Affiliates willing to be sponsors.

sponsors to provide boxed lunches
for our volunteers to take with
them as they leave since we
have not been able to be indoors and break bread together.
I

am

appreciative

and

thankful to all the Affiliates who have so generously
provided meals for our volunteers these past years.
As a REALTOR®, I am so

extremely grateful that, somehow
despite the effects of the pandemic and
the economy, I still had work (and therefore
money) to provide for my family.
During the previous housing crisis, when speaking to my family in New England, I would tell them

After recognizing their generosity, not only by

that the military saved my job. I truly believe that we

supplying the shirts but in all that they had done

should all be grateful to be REALTORS® in an area
that has a strong transient government workforce,
which fuels our housing market.
And, finally, as a mother (I could go on and on
here…), I’m grateful for my children and grandchildren. I know that sounds cliché, but it’s true. For
those of you who know me, know that I raised my
three children alone. I was a stay-at-home mom for
almost 10 years when their dad and I split up. I always say that becoming a REALTOR® wasn’t my first
choice, but it was definitely God’s choice.
Not everyone has that luxury of flexibility to be
present for their kids’ field trips and activities or to
(continued on page 44...)
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FOURTH-QUARTER
CLASS SCHEDULE
Visit alphacollegeofrealestate.com, call 757-427-1740, or log
in to your member profile at HRRA.com to see the current
course offerings and to register.
Don't forget that you can register for Alpha Classes through
your HRRA IMS log-in, too!
• Continuing Education: 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Nov. 16: 8 Hours Related Topics (4 Hours each: Real Estate
Pitfalls, Contract Pitfalls), $30 each.
Nov. 18: 8 Hours Required Topics, $60
Dec. 9: 8 Hours Broker Management with 2 Hours Broker
Supervision $60
Dec. 14: 8 Hours Related Topics (4 Hours each Real Estate
Pitfalls, Contract Pitfalls), $30 each.
Dec. 16: 8 Hours Required Topics, $60
• Broker Licensing Brokerage Class (virtual): 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Exam at 9 a.m. on Nov. 8
Nov. 1-5 		
Instructor: Doug Wolfe
Students will need to visit the Chesapeake office to purchase
book and study materials. The cost is $250 for each Broker
Licensing module.
• National Association of REALTORS® Designation Classes:
Nov. 9: AHWD, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. (In person)
• Three-Week Principles of Real Estate (Chesapeake campus),
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-1:15 p.m.
Nov. 1-23		
Instructor: Lisa Moore (no class Nov. 11)
Nov. 29-Dec. 17
Instructor: Lisa Moore
• Triennial Ethics Classes at HRRA
Nov. 3
Instructor: Becky Claggett, 1 - 4 p.m.
Dec. 1		
Instructor: Doug Wolfe, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Dec. 7		
Instructor: Doug Wolfe, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Alpha has configured its classrooms for more space between
students. Students should continue to social distance and wear a
mask while in the building. Sanitizing stations are available in the
classrooms and elsewhere.
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SAFETY FIRST

November: a natural time to
give thanks for safety

W
Brenda Wise

SmartWise Defense
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threatening situation. However, interestingly enough
e have so much to be grateful for in life!
that is the one of three elements we have control over.
Among this is our health, our families, our
Let me explain. We can never take away two of the
profession and our ability to serve others
three elements of a crime. We cannot take away the
with one of the largest purchases they’ll make in their
desire for a criminal to commit a crime, and we canlifetime.
not take away the skills he or she has for committing
Being grateful is a key ingredient in business
a crime. However, we can control the environment in
today. In this business climate, customers are much
which he or she looks for to commit the crime and
savvier about buying and selling homes. They have
the lowest risk of not getting caught.
more options than ever before. Once we
Criminal always look for three
move past understanding how importhings in the potential victim before
tant gratitude can be in our busiAccording to
committing a crime: quick to get
ness, we need to remember the
statistics shared by the
to; easy to get to get away from;
importance of safety protocols.
National Association of
and, most importantly, little to
As we have discussed,
®
REALTORS , about 23% of
no risk of getting caught.
safety is one of the key comagents are concerned
Having options — like
ponents in an agent’s daily
for their safety each day.
knowing we have the right
operation in business. AcMuch like time we can
strategies and tools — can
cording to statistics shared
never
get back, the loss we
make us safer, more in conby the National Association
feel once we’ve become
trol and most of all give us
of REALTORS®, about 23%
a crime victim (or even
peace of mind.
of agents are concerned for
Please make sure you are
their safety each day. Much
the threat of or attempted
educated with the correct stratlike time we can never get
victimization) can leave
egies in place and make certain
back, the loss we feel once we’ve
us paralyzed.
the tools you chose to carry are nonbecome a crime victim (or even the
lethal, non-liable, effective and work
threat of or attempted victimization)
the very first time you use them. Why? Becan leave us paralyzed.
cause you don’t get a second chance.
Safety education is about empowerment beRemember, fighting is always your last alternacause knowing what to do in a life-threating situative. The reason is you don’t know if the criminals are
tion beats not knowing what to do every single time! I
stoned or straight, armed or unarmed. All variables
knew a broker who resisted sharing life-saving safety
you have no control over.
information with his agents for years. His concerned
Of course, many agents may consider carrying a
was he didn’t want them to live in or be exposed to
firearm. This to me is very scary, and here is why. Be
fear by sharing this information or acknowledging a
it a weapon or self-defense, you must be proficient in
problem exist.
the skill and, most importantly, the emotional comThe real problem here is ignoring the fact that we
mitment to use them. That is a situation most have
lose agents every year to homicide in this industry.
never been in before (unless trained in combat). The
That number is 33 agents annually. To not acknowltruth is real estate professionals have the mental
edge we have a crime problem in our communities
make up to serve; they are nurturing human beings
across the country as well as in this industry is aband not equipped to kill.
surd!
Carrying a firearm also means you must practice
Case in point, in October we lost our friend and
every week to be proficient both physically, mentally
fellow HRRA member Soren to homicide. The reasons
and prepared emotionally to use it. The most effecfor such a high rate of homicide are numerous in this
tive, comprehensive, safest, non-lethal, non-liable
industry, in part due to myths that people believe to
form of protection for agent or individual to carry in
be true about real estate agents. Some examples are
this country is a military-grade, chemical-defense
that they are rich, have money with them, wear nice
spray. Always check with your broker to learn what
jewelry, drive nice cars, and work alone, so they betheir safety policies and weapons policies are. ⌂
come easy targets.
We never know when we might be placed in a life-
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Fannie Mae credit updates make
homebuying more accessible

H

omeownership is the American dream be-

tor. “There is absolutely no reason timely payment

cause it provides stability, community and a

of monthly housing expenses shouldn’t be included

path to building wealth. But for many cred-

in underwriting calculations. With this update, Fan-

it-challenged borrowers, insufficient credit history

nie Mae is taking another step toward understanding

and minimum credit score requirements have histori-

how rental payments can more broadly be included in

cally posed huge obstacles.

a credit assessment, providing an additional opportu-

However, beginning in September, Fannie Mae
began implementing two new and exciting ways to
Cara Hunt Erickson,
NMLS# 834056

Senior Mortgage

support more homeownership opportunities for underserved borrowers:

nity for renters to achieve the dream of sustainable
homeownership.”
Even better, your buyers’ credit scores will not be
affected, and rent payment history will only
be used to help eligible homebuyers

•

Consistent rent payments can
count toward loan applica-

Banker, Atlantic Bay

tions

Mortgage Group

•

Average

credit

scores

for

multiple

borrow-

ers

will

consid-

ered

for

be

eligibility

So how do these new updates
help you and your clients?
Historically, monthly rent
payments

were not

Fannie Mae’s
latest changes can
significantly help
buyers previously
inhibited by credit
limitations have a
better chance at
homeownership.

calculated

into a borrower’s credit history
or payment ability, but now recurring
monthly rent payments of more than $300 will

qualify for mortgage credit. Only
positive rent payments will be
considered to improve eligibility. In other words, if their
bank data shows missed or
inconsistent rent payments,
these will not negatively affect their ability to qualify
for a loan sold to Fannie Mae.
A new look at credit
scores
To help more borrowers achieve

homeownership, Fannie Mae is updating
the credit score used by DU in the eligibility as-

be reviewed. In other words, if your client is a first-

sessment for multiple borrowers. DU currently evalu-

time buyer and has paid rent on time every month

ates credit scores to ensure compliance with Fannie

for 12 consecutive months, that history can provide a

Mae’s 620 minimum score requirement.

major boost to their loan eligibility.

Typically, when an application has more than one

In fact, in a recent sample of Fannie Mae appli-

borrower, the lower middle of the “applicable scores”

cants who had not owned a home in the past three

is used. So, if a husband has a 619 as the “middle” of

years and did not receive a favorable recommendation

his three credit scores, and the wife has a 693, DU

through Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter® soft-

would only recognize 619.

ware (DU®), 17% could have received an Approve/Eli-

But with the new update, on applications with

gible recommendation if their rental payment history

multiple borrowers, DU will use an average median

had been considered.

credit score — in this case, 656. This innovation helps

The theory behind this update is that if someone
pays rent consistently, they will likely pay their mortgage consistently, too.
“For many households, rent is the single-largest

solidify your buyers’ eligibility for loan programs.
Fannie Mae’s latest changes can significantly
help buyers previously inhibited by credit limitations
have a better chance at homeownership.

⌂

monthly expense, said Sandra L. Thompson, Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) acting direc-
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Hosting the holidays: Will it ever
be the same?

I

t’s probably safe to say that everyone is thankful
for a more “normal” holiday season this year. But
after last year’s lockdown, you may find yourself
with some family members (or friends) with higher
comfort levels for things going back to the way they
were.
If you are hosting for the holidays this year, you may
want to still plan for some additional precautions. Here
are 10 tips to safely celebrate the holidays:
Kathy Turley

1.
Director of Marketing,

Have your bathroom stocked with plenty of single use hand towels for guests
to use after washing their hands. Don’t forget to put some hand sanitizer in there, too.
6. Suggest that your guests bring their
own beverages. This cuts down on multiple people reaching for the same wine bottle.
7. Have one dedicated person serve the food
this year from a central point instead
of the traditional buffet or family
style serving. You can have each
person come up to be served individually or have each family unit or table come up
together, like you often see
at
wedding
receptions.
8.
Offer miniature,
individual pies this time
around and reduce the
need for multiple people
touching the serving utensils. Because, let’s be honest, nobody ever eats the dessert at the same time, right?
9. Have fun with it! If masks are going to be worn, why not make it fun with a
contest? Think ugly Christmas sweater, only mask
style. You could also post corny holiday jokes or
even holiday themed trivia around the area to
keep your guests moving and air circulating.
10. Give people permission to opt out. Not everyone is comfortable yet with in-person gatherings,
even smaller ones. Don’t put the pressure on them
to join the rest of the family. Even if they cancel
the day before, or while dinner is in the oven,
schedule a Zoom so they are still part of the fun.

If you are hosting
for the holidays
this year, you may
want to still plan for
some additional
precautions.

Home Clean Heroes

2.

3.

4.
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Consider hosting as much
outdoors as you can. If
the weather cooperates
this year (you know how
Coastal Virginia can be),
consider moving your
celebration
entirely
outdoors. Being outside will make it much
easier to maintain social
distance when you are
able to space out around
the backyard, plus you
won’t have to worry about poor
ventilation. Choose festive blankets for the season or holiday. Use fire
pits or outdoor heaters to keep the chill at bay.
Open windows. If hosting outdoors isn’t
an option, be sure to open as many windows as possible to increase airflow and ventilation and/or by putting your air conditioning or heat on continuous circulation.
Spread out as much as possible. Whether
you are hosting indoors or out, it’s a great idea
to either set up smaller tables for each family unit or try and have guests with an empty
chair between them. Perhaps have more relaxed seating options around the house or yard
this year, instead of the traditional formal
seating associated with holiday gatherings.
Put disinfecting stations around in obvious
and convenient places. This includes in the bathroom, near the food, at the door when guests first
come in, etc. Be sure to have plenty of other items
such as tissues, disinfecting wipes and even extra
masks available so guests may help themselves.

5.
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Don’t forget to clean before – and after – the gathering. We’re not just talking about getting those
dust bunnies out of the way, we’re also talking about those high-touch areas such as doorknobs, toilet handles, faucets, kitchen knobs and
the like that need to be given extra attention.
No matter how you choose to celebrate, take a moment to reflect on all that you do have to be thankful
for. Raise a glass and give a toast. We made it! ⌂

MORTGAGE MINDSET

Counting our industry and HRRA
blessings

S

ince it is nearly Thanksgiving, it is time to re-

but things are definitely a lot easier than they were

flect on all the things that we are thankful for.

November of last year, and that is something to be

It has been a roller coaster ride over the past

thankful for.

year and a half, and many of us had some terrible
lows but also some terrific highs.

troversial: I am thankful for a bit of a slowdown. Yes,

So, I thought I’d use this article to share some of

there are still a lot of problems in the market today,

the things that I am thankful for, but because it’s the

and I won’t get into inflation, lack of supply or the im-

"mortgage mindset," you know I’m going to have to

pending skyrocketing rates. Those have been touched

put a lender’s spin on it.

on already.

First, we can’t gloss over the men-

Junior Gunter,
NMLS# 883774

And here is a weird thing that may be a bit con-

tors we have. For me, I am lucky
because my wife, father and

Mortgage Loan

mother-in-law are all in the

Consultant, Caliber

business, and they are all ab-

Home Loans

solutely great at what they
do. Add to that great work
teammates, from marketing
to managers, processors and
closers, (and yes, even underwriters, too), we couldn’t do
our jobs without those behind
us.

But for nearly 18 months I think we

Being in this
industry sometimes
leads us to think we
are the best that there
ever was, but without
those who support us I
think we can all admit
we’d be absolutely
lost at times.

were all at breakneck speed with
no end in sight. We all made
hay while the sun was shining, and hopefully we put
some away for a rainy day,
but it’s nice to just take a
breather. I’m pretty sure
many of us where at the
point of throwing our hands
up and having a fit. But we
made it, and there was only a
minimal amount of yelling.

Being in this industry sometimes leads us to think we are the best
that there ever was, but without those who sup-

Finally, I think we’re all
thankful for having such a tightknit
group of people who are involved with HRRA.

port us I think we can all admit we’d be absolutely

During events like the YPN social at Apex Entertain-

lost at times.

ment and the Chili Cook-Off at HRRA, we see a lot of

The other thing I am grateful for is people finally

familiar faces. For me at least, through these events

going back to work. And, no, it’s not just because I

I have met more people who I consider close friends.

was too impatient to wait for three-day shipping, but

It’s nice at the end of the day that, just because some-

because it is beginning to bring back some normal-

one works for another office, and you may compete

cy to the market. We should all be happy we’re not

with them to get an offer accepted (or go with your

requiring CPA-certified Profit & Loss (P&L) State-

mortgage rate), we can all get together and joke and

ments, having to analyze business banking statement

laugh with each other.

to verify income matching the P&L’s, or receipts to

I heard my dad once say no one would choose

prove owners are actually still in business. Or those

sitting behind a desk over sitting on a beach. But if

fun times when we had to do a final verification of em-

we must show up to work, this is probably one of the

ployment only to realize they had sent their Human

most fun jobs you can have. And I want to thank all

Resources Department home but forgot to forward

of you reading this for making this job worth showing

the office phones.

up to every day.

⌂

I’m not saying we’re totally back to “normal,”
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Getting your ducks in a row

I
Julie Ulrich

TimeWise Concierge

f I had a dime for every time someone told me they
“meant to get to it” when it comes to getting their
affairs in order, well…let’s just say I wouldn’t be
here writing this article. You’d probably find me sipping pina coladas on the beach.
But here we are, so let’s talk about it.
What type of person are you? The bury-yourhead-in-the-sand type or the dive-in-head-first type?
Or somewhere in between? Most of us are probably
somewhere in between, but for those who
bury their head, I urge you to poke
your head out and get moving on
one of the most important tasks
you’ll do in your lifetime.
I am obsessed lately
with sharing my thoughts
on making it a priority to
get your affairs in order,
no matter if you’re 35 or
85. One would assume my
obsession comes from the
type of work I do. (I see so
many families struggling to
handle the daunting details
after their spouse or parents
pass away.)
I also must give props to my dad.
My mom passed away at the young
age of 68. Although she wasn’t in the best of
health, it was rather unexpected. After spending 10
days in intensive care going through many ups and
downs, she decided it was time for her to cruise the
big blue skies. I’ll never forget the moments following.
We were in shock, and the nurse came over and
handed us a piece of paper with funeral homes listed
and asked us to let them know where we’d like her to
go. We had no idea; we had never talked about it.
From that day forward, we talked about “it.” My
dad was constantly talking about his wishes, preplanning his own funeral, making sure he updated his
estate planning documents, power of attorney, etc.
Fast forward to 2016, my dad was diagnosed with
esophageal cancer. I went to Las Vegas to be there
for his first oncology appointment, where they told

him he could expect to have 12 months. When we got
home that afternoon, he was sitting at the kitchen
table and looked up at me and said, “You need to get
used to me not being around,” and told me to have a
seat so he could give me account numbers, log-ins and
passwords.
I knew we had some time, but it would make
him feel better, so I sat down. It’s a good thing I did
because we really didn’t have time. Five short weeks
later my dad went to be with my mom.
While it was emotionally and
physically difficult to clean out
our family home and handle my
father’s affairs, it was a lot
easier since he had everything
in order and had shared all
the information I would need
to know. I will be forever
grateful as it was the best
gift he could have given me.
I’ve heard countless horror
stories from friends and
clients who had to rummage
through tons of files trying to
locate account numbers and/
or insurance policies, were locked
out of computers and online accounts,
among other things.
It’s been five years now and, thanks to my
dad, my husband and I have worked hard to make
sure we have everything in order for our adult sons.
Every now and again I ask them what they would do
if I got hit by a truck one day. I get the eye roll and
shoulder shrug and quickly remind them, “You get
THE BINDER.” The binder has everything they need
to know, who they need to call, what our wishes are,
all in one place.
According to Cambridge Dictionary, to get or have
your ducks in a row means: “To be well prepared or
well organized for something that is going to happen.”
It may not be a comfortable topic, but it’s an
important one. If something were to happen to you
tomorrow, would your family know what accounts you
have and how to access them? What about your final

According to
Cambridge
Dictionary, to get or
have your ducks in
a row means: “To
be well prepared or
well organized for
something that is
going to
happen.”

(continued on next page...)
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(Getting your ducks in a row, continued from previous page)
wishes? Do your loved ones know what you want?
When's the last time you reviewed the beneficiaries on your
accounts? There's a good chance you've had some life changes
over the years.
Getting your ducks in a row is not just about end-oflife planning either. Having your affairs in order for disaster
preparedness can not only help you recover more easily in the
event of a disaster, but it can provide you and your family with
peace of mind now.
What exactly does it mean to get your affairs in order to be
well prepared? While you’ll want to consult with professional
advisors such as an estate planning attorney, financial advisor or
funeral director, it could mean having any, or all, of the following:
•
•

Advance directive
Durable health care power of attorney

•
•
•
•
•
•

Durable financial power of attorney
Will/trust
Funeral pre-planning
Personal property inventory
Digital inventory (inventory of your digital assets to include
log-ins/passwords)
Critical documents organized (titles, birth certificate,
marriage and divorce certificates, insurance policies,
passports, military documents)

Oftentimes I come across adult children who are frustrated
because their parents won’t talk about “it.” I encourage you to
visit TheConversationProject.org. It’s a wonderful website that
provides many tools to help get the conversation started. ⌂

(Understanding the role of condo association management, continued from page 28)

•
•

•

a violation/inspector team.
Is there an emergency line for weekends and after-hours?
Ask to interview the manager with whom your association
would be placed. How often does the manager communicate
with the board? What type of action list is utilized to keep up
on tasks?
What is the procedure for approving a vendor? Many
management companies are now employing outside
companies to manage their vendor compliance. Will vendors
be required to pay a fee? Are there specific insurance
requirements?

In my experience, I have found the tools available and reporting
capabilities of a company can make a big difference. With
technology advancing at the speed of light, look for a company
that is utilizing the dynamic software and systems available to
assist with communication between management, owners and
the board. Here are some more suggestions:
• Ask to see a sample of the company’s financial reports. Are

•

•

they easy to read? Will the board have on-line access to realtime financial information?
Ask to see a copy of a violation log and look for detail and
follow-up. Will you have online access to view violations sent
and owner correspondence? If not, will the board be provided
with copies of the letters that have been sent?
Will owners have online access to view their accounts,
pay their assessments, and access to condo docs and
correspondence? Is there a mobile app?

Then, of course, there are the fees. The cheapest isn’t always the
best option (nor is the most expensive). Look for a company that
will offer excellent value for service.
Some companies allow you to take an a la carte approach
by selecting the services your community needs. For instance,
if your board can take on writing a newsletter, or you have a
landscape committee performing inspections, you may be able to
reduce your fees by reducing your contracted services. ⌂

Mark your calendars now!
Stay tuned for more information on
HRRA's annual Installation and Service
Awards, coming up on December 10 at
the Chesapeake Conference Center.
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IN BRIEF: Big news, small bites

When is a home
inspection more
than just a
report?

In a day and age when home
inspections are being waived to try to

tips and tricks that may save your client
on future service call fees.

secure the offer/deal, you can see how

In conclusion, simply by being aware

this can be a disadvantage for the new

of a home’s primary systems and how they

homeowner as they would not have had

operate, you can potentially save yourself

the opportunity to walk through the home

and your client time and money. Though

and learn about its primary systems.

your home inspector cannot train you to

Sometimes

what

looks

good

to

be a home inspector yourself, we can teach

James Byers

the untrained eye can be a potential

you about easy to identify items that could

I-95 Home Inspections

nightmare. As an advocate for your client,

be potential deal breakers, thus saving

it is best to be aware of potential issues

everyone

instead of being completely blindsided

money.

and then have to pay out thousands of
As an experienced real estate agent,

dollars in unexpected repairs.

time

At least if they know about potential

invasive, objective visual examination of

issues, the homeowner can budget and

the physical structure and systems of a

plan ahead.

and

ultimately

Even your future clients can benefit
from this knowledge.

you know that a home inspection is a non-

house from the roof to the foundation.

value

⌂

Though a home inspection is a non-

Thinking of a home inspection as a

invasive inspection, the inspector goes into

learning experience for both you and the

a level of detail that can help you, the real

prospective homeowner may change the

estate agent, as well as the homeowner

way you think about home inspectors and

understand how to maintain and operate

the job they do. Inspectors are not there

the systems in the home.

to “kill a deal.” We are there to provide an

These

objective, un-interested evaluation of the

heating

condition of the home in question.

of

primary

and

system,

air

systems
conditioning

homeowner-level

include
(type
general

Inspectors want to ensure that both

maintenance tips), plumbing (main water

you and your client are aware of what they

shut off, water heater shut off), electrical

are getting into before the final decision

(panel box, GFCI, switch to outlet), roof

is made. Education is key to making an

(life expectancy), and foundation. A home

informed decision.

inspector may also be able to offer some

(Heart is tuned to introspection, reflection and gratitude, continued from page 36)

be their soccer coach. All three of my children were in different

my adult self sees. I’m grateful that I am here to encourage and

gifted programs and schools for several years. I can remember

support them on their own journeys.

driving to work, mentally checking their locations, and thanking
God they were all somewhere safe and productive, and then giving thanks to have a vehicle that was getting me to work and a
job to go to.

‘And, most of all, I am grateful that I can put my arms around
them and tell them that I love them.
I wish you all a productive fourth quarter and a joyous holiday season filled with time to reflect on what’s truly important

Now that my kids are older, I am grateful for the lessons they

in your life and gentle reminders that even struggles present us

teach me. I am grateful that they choose to be in my life and to

with opportunities to learn, grow and appreciate the fact that

share their children with me. I am grateful to have little ones to

you’re still standing.

once again see the world in way that’s a better version of what
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Don’t let the holidays bust your
brand (or belt)

A

Joni GiordanoBowling

Hampton Roads Real
Producers

nyone in the real estate industry is aware of
how social life can get during the holidays
and how high-calorie food and drink options
appear around every corner. Did you know that an
8-ounce glass of eggnog has about 360 calories in it,
and a typical Thanksgiving dinner consists of 3,000 to
4,500 calories?
Then, you may have a dear coworker who bakes
his or her way through the holidays, creating constant temptation with a colorful display of pastries, cookies and
cakes at the coffee pot. Avoiding
holiday indulgences can be impossible in this environment.
As someone who has
been fighting diabetes for
more than 10 years, holidays
present a whole new layer
of challenges to keep things
healthy. I jokingly tell friends
I have a “gym allergy” because I
have been a “donor” at one of the
national-branded gyms for years.
I do show up with the tidal
wave of folks who attend in January,
mostly for show, and pretty much donate my
monthly fee the rest of the year with one or two visits in the fall just to justify my monthly “donations.”
Marketing is my area of expertise, and because we are our brand, looking and feeling good
is important, especially with the opportunities
that holiday gatherings present for us to network

is key to most of us performing at high levels in
real estate, so I recently asked what folks do to
keep healthy with all these holiday challenges.
Below are some of the suggestions I received:
•

Prepare ahead. Eat healthy before going out,
and never go to a holiday gathering hungry.
•

Hydrate. Know where you
can find the water and seltzer or
bring it yourself and fill your
glass with it (then actually
drink it; it’s good for you).

Staying healthy
is key to most of us
performing at high
levels in real estate, so
I recently asked what
folks do to keep healthy
with all these holiday
challenges.

•
Be aware of alcohol
intake.
Alcohol
is mostly sugar and will
pack on the pounds quicker
than most holiday indulgences. A friend suggested
balancing with a large glass
of water every other drink.

• Use a smaller plate when available.
•

Have
spread.

“a”
cookie,
not
Portion
control

•

Trade calories for activity, which is one of
my favorite ways of conquering the draw of
the buffet table. Simply take a brisk walk. Did
you know that walking will burn an average
of 80 to 140 calories per mile? For example:
• Small slice of apple pie = the Perimeter Trail at Mt. Trashmore in Virginia Beach = just under 2 miles.
• Large slice of pie = 3-mile stretch of the Virginia Beach Boardwalk from 2nd to 40th street.
• Map your neighborhood and take a
walk to balance a little indulgence.

the
is

whole
key.

Most of all, focus on the people in the room and not
the food. Your next referral may be right in front of you,
so don’t miss it while chasing that last cupcake! ⌂

and stay in front of our sphere. Staying healthy
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Welcome to HRRA…and your
future!
These are the smiling faces of newly minted REALTORS® and the future of real estate! This fall has been filled with terrific in-person
new-member orientation and ethics training (plus Triennial Code of Ethics training for existing members) at HRRA, and the association
loves seeing the students enthusiastically embrace learning. In addition to their ethics studies with instructors Doug Wolfe and Becky
Claggett, attendees heard the benefits of REALTOR® membership (including education, advocacy/RPAC and networking) from CEO Dr.
Dawn Kennedy, have learned about mortgage options from Affiliate sponsor OVM Financial, got the lowdown on HRRA's REALTORS® Have
a Heart volunteer program and NAR's That's Who We R campaign, took the REALTOR® Pledge, and received their REALTOR® pins. Best of
wishes to all, and the association looks forward to these new members being active and engaged REALTORS®. Welcome to HRRA! – Victoria
Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
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Welcome, New HRRA Members!
PROSPECTIVE REALTOR® MEMBERS
Anthony S. Akintunde
Allison Avila
Yvonne N. Avila
Rebekah Awad
Victoria M. Bairey
Tavion E. Baker
(Ann) Marie Banks
Tara Banks
Jessica Banner
Skylar Barfield
Nicholas F. Becerra
Ashlee D. Bentz
Bonnie Bowman
Susan M. Bruce-Ross
Shauna Buckley
Julius John Paul Burchette
Shondra R. Chandler
Gary R. Christie
Robert Pasquale Dibiase
Margaret Fanney
Mary Ferrell
Jenna Fiore
Britni Gelinas
Traci K. Georges
Allyson M. Hansen
Hanson K. Hatcher
Mark P. Hodgson
Malerie Ann Hoover
Rebekah L. Ives
Donica J. Johnson
Lindsay N. Johnson
Sadiece T. Johnson
Malachi J. (Jones)
Michelle Denise Jubray
Paul M. Kenas
Samera R. Key
Ryan Kim
Jessica M. King
KaTrina P. King
JoAnne C. LeRoy
Darvelle A Levy
Antwjuan D. Lewis
Michael T. Llewellyn
Xylina S. Lipscomb
Faith M. Macaraeg
Carly H. Marcus
Christy Marley
Lisa Mayes
Kimberly A. Merritt
Ricardo Moreno, Jr.
Nadine C. Napolitano
Alvinet Nix
Benjamin T. Nunnally
Kelli F. Overton
Donny B. Pascal
Joseph (Joe) P. Patterson
Tricia Peele
Csilla Polgard-Thomas
Jarrett S. Price
David A. Pyle
Whitney Rascoe

eXp Realty LLC
Shaffer Real Estate Inc.
Shaffer Real Estate Inc.
Vertical Real Estate
Fathom Realty VA LLC
Keller Williams Elite -Western Branch
Long & Foster Real Estate
Homes By Angelia Realty Company
Keller Williams Town Center
OWN Real Estate
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
RE/MAX Central
Ocean Mist Realty LLC
Creed Realty
Rodney Fentress Real Estate
Momentum Real Estate LLC
Onyx Realty Professionals
Long & Foster Oceanfront/Coastal
Better Real Estate LLC
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty
Keller Williams Realty
Vertical Real Estate
Fathom Realty VA LLC
Exit Realty Central
Keller Williams Town Center
RE/MAX Alliance
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services Towne Realty
Rose & Womble Realty
Ocean Mist Realty LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Town Center
Keller Williams Town Center
Iron Valley Real Estate
Long & Foster Real Estate
Seaside Realty
Fathom Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Better Real Estate LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
OWN Real Estate LLC
Rose & Womble Realty
eXp Realty LLC
The Real Estate Group
The Bryant Group Real Estate Professionals LLC
BHHS Towne Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
Shaffer Real Estate, Inc.
Green Tree Realty Hampton Roads
Keller Williams Town Center
eXp Realty LLC
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty
Keller Williams Realty
Atlantic Sotheby’s International Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
eXp Realty
Rose & Womble Realty
Pyle Realty Inc.
BHHS Towne Realty LLC

Justin D. Richardson 		
Veronica Rueda 		
Sharon K. Ryan 		
Angela Seretis 		
John M. Skuro 		
Daniel G Smith 		
Alexandra P. Snyder 		
Arlena K. Steagall 		
Tabatha D. Thompson 		
Sarah C. Ullrich 		
Araceli Umlauf 		
Rubilyn S. Vergara 		
Inna A. Walker 		
Josie Wells 		
Stephanie E. White 		
Terrence Withers 		
Jillian (Jill) M. Yates 		
Valerie N. Zangardi 		

Seaside Realty
eXp Realty
Atlantic Sotheby’s International Realty
The Real Estate Group
James & Lee Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
Keller Williams Town Center
Homes by Angelia Realty
Keller Williams Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
Shaffer Real Estate Inc.
Hulett & Associates Inc.
eXp Realty LLC
Canzell Realty Inc.
The Real Estate Group
Canzell Realty Inc.
KBL Companies
Triumph Realty Corp.

NEW AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Mr. Rooter Plumbing of VB, Chesapeake, Norfolk Deborah Albero-Darata (Poole)
Andy Kondracki-Goosehead Insurance 		

Andy Kondracki

Clean Air Everywhere 		

Shermaine Lopez

Send it Transactions + Social 		

Victoria Jameson

NEW SECONDARY MEMBERS
Melinda McKay 		

Redfin Corporation

Thomas “Tommy” Sibiga 		

Ocean Mist Realty LLC

Laura Tobin 		

eXp Realty LLC

NEW BROKER FIRM
Corprew Realty LLC 		

Montario Corprew

Ocean Mist Realty LLC 		

Thomas “Tommy” Sibiga

NEW SECONDARY BROKER FIRM
Better Real Estate LLC 		

Robert Pasquale Dibiase

HRRA MEMBERSHIP AS OF AUG 30, 2021
Active REALTORS®:

3,682

Affiliate Members:

728

REALTOR® Life:

40

Affiliate Offices:

187

REALTOR® Emeritus:

95
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Fair Housing Trifecta Challenge is a win-win-win
HRRA recently wrapped up its Fair Housing Trifecta
Challenge, during which members who completed
the National Association of REALTORS®'s At
Home With Diversity course, Fairhaven Challenge
and Implicit Bias training entered into a drawing
for a $100 gift card, and the two brokers with
the highest participation won breakfast for their
agents. The REALTOR® winners were Linda FoxJarvis

of

Berkshire

Hathaway

HomeServices

Towne Realty, Margaret Richardson of Cross Realty
and Mildred Dyson of EXIT Realty Central. The
broker winners were John Powell with Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty (Lynnhaven
Office) and Kimberly Plourde with EXIT Realty
Central. Presenting the winners' gift cards and
breakfast certificates was Gladys Fain, chair of
HRRA's Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee.
Congrats to all. Of course, the Fair Housing Trifecta
Challenge was a win-win-win for all!

– Victoria

Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public
Relations and Media Relations

®

Title Insurance & Settlement Services
Greenbrier • Lynnhaven • Harbour View
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